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Abstract
Measurements of heavy flavor quark production at hadron colliders provide a
good test of the perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) theory. It
is also essential to have a good understanding of the heavy quark production
in the search for new physics. Heavy quarks contribute to backgrounds and
signals in measurements of higher mass objects, such as the Higgs boson. A
key component to each of these measurements is good vertex resolution. In
order to ensure reliable operation of the pixel detector, as well as confidence
in the results of analyses utilizing it, it is important to study the e!ects of
the radiation on the detector.
In the first part of this dissertation, the design of the CMS silicon pixel
detector is described. Emphasis is placed on the e!ects of the high radi-
ation environment on the detector operation. Measurements of the charge
collection e"ciency, interpixel capacitance, and other properties of the pixel
sensors as a function of the radiation damage are presented.
In the second part, a measurement of the inclusive bb̄ production cross section
using the b ! µD0X,D0 ! K! decay chain with data from the CMS experi-
ment at the LHC is presented. The data were recorded with the CMS experi-
ment at the Large Hadron Collider (CERN) in 2010 using unprescaled single
muon triggers corresponding to a total luminosity of 25 pb!1. The di!eren-
tial cross section is measured for pD
0µ
T > 6 GeV/c and |"| < 2.4 correspond-
ing to a total cross section of 4.36±0.54(stat.)+0.28
!0.25(sys.)±0.17(B)±0.23(L)
µ b.
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1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics attempts to describe the structure of
matter and the interactions between the elementary particles and forces which make up
the universe. In 1961, Sheldon Glashow suggested a unification of the electromagnetic
and weak forces [16]. The addition of the Higgs mechanism by Steven Weinberg and
Abdus Salam in the late 1960’s completed the current version of the theory [17, 18].
Since then, the Standard Model has done a remarkably good job of describing a large
number of experimental results, as well as correctly predicting the existence of several
particles before they were experimentally observed (c [19, 20, 21], b [22, 23], t [24, 25, 26],
%! [27, 28], W/Z bosons, gluon [29]).
In the SM there are 12 spin-12 fermions and 4 spin-1 gauge bosons. The bosons act
as the carriers of the forces. The SM incorporates three of the four fundamental forces:
the electromagnetic, the weak, and the strong force. Gravity, which is only relevant at
macroscopic distances, is not included in the theory.
The 12 fermions are divided into the 6 quarks (u, d, s, c, b, t) and the 6 leptons
(e, µ, &, %e, %µ, %! ). They are further divided into 3 generations, and have a wide range
in masses. The lighest quarks (u, d) have a mass on the order of a few MeV, while the t
has a mass of about 172 GeV. Each of the particles also has a charge-conjugate partner,
called its “anti-particle.”
The b quark is one of the third-generation quarks, together with the t (or top) quark.
The b has a bare mass around 4 GeV/c2 and a charge of $13e. It was first predicted in
1972 by Kobayashi and Maskawa to explain CP-violation, and was discovered in 1977
at Fermilab [22, 23]. The b-quark decays via the weak interaction to a u or c quark,
but the decay is suppressed by the CKM matrix. It is the heaviest quark which can
hadronize, with a mean lifetime of approximately 10!12s.
Heavy flavor physics is described theoretically by perturbative Quantum Chromody-
namics (pQCD). The b production cross section at the LHC is very large, which makes
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it a perfect opportunity to study how well the theory describes the strong interaction.
In addition, b-quarks make up a large background to many other measurements which
will be performed at the LHC. As such, the production mechanisms should be well
understood.
Despite the many successes of the Standard Model, it is still incomplete. The search
for the Higgs boson was one of the main motivations for the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). Recently, the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC have published the
discovery of a new boson with a mass of approximately 125 GeV, which is so far con-
sistent with the Higgs boson [30, 31]. In addition, the Standard Model o!ers no expla-
nation for the nature of dark matter, or for the matter-antimatter asymmetry. Many
additional theories, such as Supersymmetry, have been developed in attempts to answer
these questions. Many of these theories predict e!ects which should manifest at the
LHC.
In hadron collider experiments the collisions produce very dense events. The track-
ing detector is essential in order to reconstruct the interesting events. Strip and pixel
detectors provide the necessary granularity and resolution to reliably reconstruct ver-
tices. Due to the long lifetime of b mesons, they are able to travel distances on the order
of 500 µm before decaying, and these decay vertexes can then be reconstructed using
the information from the tracking detector. This makes the identification of b mesons
relatively easy.
In this work, a measurement of the bb̄ cross section in pp collisions at a center-of-
mass energy
#
s = 7 TeV using data from the CMS experiment is presented. The data
were collected using unprescaled single muon triggers during 2010. The cross section is
measured using the decay b ! µD0X,D0 ! K!. This analysis takes advantage of the
pixel detector, as it requires reconstructing both secondary and tertiary vertexes.
The collisions also produce a very harsh radiation environment. The radiation dam-
ages the detectors and degrades the performance of the detector. These e!ects must be
studied and understood, both for the operation of the current experiments and for the
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development of future detectors.
In order to assess the radiation hardness of the current CMS barrel pixel sensors,
and their viability for use in the upcoming Phase 1 Upgrade of the pixel detector, several
measurements were performed on irradiated samples. The charge collection e"ciency,
detection e"ciency, and interpixel capacitance are measured and compared to those
same properties in unirradiated sensors. In addition, a possible alternative sensor to
reduce cost is investigated.
A brief overview of the LHC and the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment are
given in Chapter 2. The CMS pixel detector is described in more detail in Chapter 3. In
Chapter 4 the main mechanisms and results of radiation damage in silicon are discussed.
The various measurements that were performed in order to assess the e!ect of radiation
damage on the macroscopic properties of the silicon sensors are presented in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6 the heavy flavor production mechanisms are discussed, and a few previous
b-quark production cross section measurements are reviewed. In Chapter 7 a bb̄ cross
section measurement at the CMS experiment at the LHC is presented.
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2 The LHC and CMS
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider is located at the European Organization for Nuclear Re-
search (CERN) in Switzerland. It has a circumference of 27 km and is an average of
100 m underground. It is a proton-proton collider, with a design center of mass energy
of 14 TeV. The machine can also run in heavy ion mode, where it can collide lead ions
and protons with lead ions. There are four main experiments at the LHC: ALICE [32],
ATLAS [33], CMS [34, 3], and LHCb [35]. CMS and ATLAS are general purpose de-
tectors, LHCb is designed to study b physics, and ALICE is designed for heavy ion
physics.
The LHC accelerator complex is shown in Figure 1. The protons are obtained by
stripping the electrons from hydrogen atoms. The protons travel through the linear
accelerator LINAC2, the PS Booster, the Proton Synchrotron (PS), and the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) before being injected into the main LHC ring with an energy
of 450 GeV. The LHC is designed to accelerate the protons to an energy of 7 TeV per
beam. For the heavy ion running, lead ions are obtained from a source of vaporized
lead. They pass through the LINAC3 linear accelerator and are collected in the Low
Energy Ion Ring (LEIR) before being injected into the PS, at which point they follow
the same path as the protons to the LHC where they are accelerated to a center of mass
energy of 2.76 TeV per nucleon [36].
During the first running period the energy is limited to 3.5 TeV per beam. This is
as a precaution following the events of September 2008 [37]. During a long shutdown
in 2013 the remaining repairs to the magnets will be performed. The running period
following this shutdown is expected to be at the design energy of 7 TeV per beam.
4
Figure 1: The LHC accelerator complex, showing the locations of the 4 experiments [2].
2.2 The Compact Muon Solenoid Experiment
The central feature of the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) apparatus is a supercon-
ducting solenoid. The silicon tracker, the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and the
hadron calorimeter (HCAL) are contained within the solenoid. Muon detectors are em-
bedded in the steel return yoke. The CMS apparatus has an overall length of 22 m,
a diameter of 15 m, and weighs 12 500 tons. In addition to the barrel and endcap de-
tectors, CMS has extensive forward calorimetry. Figure 2 shows a cutaway view of the
CMS detector.
CMS uses a right-handed coordinate system, with the origin at the nominal in-
teraction point, the x-axis pointing to the center of the LHC, the y-axis pointing up
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(perpendicular to the LHC plane), and the z-axis along the counterclockwise-beam di-
rection. The polar angle, ', is measured from the positive z-axis and the azimuthal
angle, (, is measured in the x-y plane. Pseudorapidity is defined as " = $ ln
!
tan
"
"
2
#$
.
In the following sections the di!erent subdetectors are described. A much more
detailed description of CMS can be found elsewhere [3].
Compact Muon Solenoid
Pixel Detector
Silicon Tracker
Very-forward
Calorimeter
Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter
Hadronic
Calorimeter
Preshower
Muon 
Detectors
Superconducting Solenoid
Figure 2: The CMS Detector [3].
2.2.1 The Solenoid
The superconducting solenoid provides a magnetic field of 3.8 T. This high magnetic
field provides the bending power to accurately measure the momentum of high energy
charged particles. The solenoid has an internal diameter of 6 m, a length of 12.5 m, and
contains the tracking and calorimeter detectors. The solenoid has the capacity to store
2.6 GJ of energy at full current and weighs 220 tons. The flux is returned through an
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iron return yoke, which consists of 5 wheels and 2 endcaps, composed of 3 disks each,
and weighs 10,000 tons. The muon chambers are integrated within the return yoke.
2.2.2 The Silicon Tracker
The silicon tracker consists of a pixel detector in the center, surrounded by a strip
tracker. The pixel detector consists of 3 barrel layers and 2 endcap disks on each
side, with 65 million channels. The strip tracker is divided into the Tracker Inner Barrel
(TIB), the Tracker Inner Disks (TID), the Tracker Outer Barrel (TOB), and the Tracker
EndCaps (TEC), with a total of 10 million channels. The layout of the tracker is shown
in Figure 3.
The sensors used in the strip tracker are single-sided p-on-n type float zone silicon
microstrip sensors. In the TIB, TID, and the four inner rings of the TECs thin sensors
with a thickness of 320 µm are used. Thicker sensors with a thickness of 500 µm are used
in the TOB and the outer three rings of the TECs. There are “double sided modules”
where two modules are mounted back-to-back with a stereo angle of 100 mrad.
The TIB consists of 4 layers, at radii of 255.0 mm, 339.0 mm, 418.5 mm, and
498.0 mm, respectively from the beam axis. They extend from -700 mm to +700 mm
along the z axis. The two inside layers have double sided modules with an 80 µm strip
pitch, while the two outer layers have single sided modules with a strip pitch of 120 µm.
The TID consists of two sets of three disks, on either end of the TIB. The three disks
range in distance from 800-900 mm in z, and cover a range of radii from 200-500 mm.
The mean strip pitch varies from 100 µm to 141 µm. The two inner rings have double
sided modules, while the outer disk has single sided modules.
The TOB consist of 6 layers, placed at radii of 608, 692, 780, 868, 965, and 1080 mm
from the beam axis. They cover the range from -1090 mm to +1090 mm along the z axis.
The strip pitch of the inner four layers is 183 µm, and 122 µm for the outer two layers.
The inner two layers have double sided modules, while the outer four layers have single
sided modules. Each TEC has nine disks, covering a range of radii from 220-1135 mm
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and placed between 1240 mm and 2800 mm in z. The modules are arranged in seven
rings around the beam axis. The mean strip pitch varies from 97 µm to 184 µm. The
outer six disks have a slightly larger inner radius than the first three in order to leave
space for the insertion of the pixel detector.
The pixel detector is discussed in much more detail in Chapter 3.
Figure 3: Layout of the tracker, showing the pixel detector, TIB, TID, TOB, and
TEC [3].
The main tasks of the silicon detector are tracking and vertexing. The silicon strip
tracker measures charged particles within the |"| < 2.5 pseudorapidity range. The pixel
detector provides 3 space points for each track up to |"| < 2.4. The strip tracker inner
barrel and disks provide up to 4 r $ ( measurements, while the outer barrel provides
another 6 r$( measurements. The strip tracker end caps give up to 9 ( measurements.
This layout ensures at least 9 strip tracker hits for each track, with at least 4 of those
being two dimensional. Figure 4 shows the number of strip tracker hits per track as a
function of |"|.
The tracker provides an impact parameter resolution of % 15 µm and a transverse
momentum (pT) resolution of about 1.5% for 100 GeV/c particles [3].
The vertexing and tracking performance has been studied during the early data
taking period at
#
s = 7 TeV [4]. The primary vertex resolutions for vertices with more
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Figure 4: Number of measurement points in the strip tracker as a function of pseudora-
pidity . Filled circles show the total number (back-to-back modules count as one) while
open squares show the number of stereo layers [3].
than 30 tracks are found to be around 25 µm in x and y, and around 20 µm in z.
Figure 5 shows the primary vertex resolutions in x, y, and z as a function of the number
of tracks in the vertex.
The resolution of the track impact parameter depends on the pT and " of the track.
The impact parameter resolution improves for tracks with higher pT since they are
less a!ected by multiple scattering. Tracks at higher values of |"| travel through more
material, and so the multiple scattering e!ects are increased, leading to a degradation
in the impact parameter resolution. The measured impact parameter resolutions as a
function of the track pT are shown in Figure 6, while they are shown as a function of "
in Figure 7. The dip in the longitudinal impact parameter resolution at |"| = 0.5 is due
to the fact that at this angle, the particle deposits its charge in more than one pixel.
The position is then determined by the charge barycenter, improving the resolution.
2.2.3 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is made of scintillating lead tungstate (PbW04)
crystals. The signal is read out by avalanche photodiodes in the barrel section (EB)
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Figure 5: Primary vertex resolution in x (a), y (b), and z (c) as a function of the number
of tracks [4].
and vacuum phototriodes in the endcaps (EE). The ECAL provides coverage in pseu-
dorapidity |"| < 1.479 in the EB and 1.479 < |"| < 3.0 in the EE. A preshower detector
consisting of two planes of silicon sensors interleaved with a total of 3X0 of lead is
located in front of the EE, where X0 is the radiation length. The ECAL has an energy
resolution of better than 0.5% for unconverted photons with transverse energies above
100GeV. The layout of the ECAL is shown in Figure 8.
The EB is made up of 61,200 crystals formed into 36 “supermodules”, each con-
taining 1700 crystals, and two endcaps, made up of almost 7,324 crystals each. Each
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Figure 6: Track transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) impact parameter resolution
as a function of the track pT [4].
crystal is tapered, with an area of 22x22 mm2 at the front face and 26x26 mm2 at the
back face. The crystals are arranged in a semi-projective array, so that the axes make
an angle of approximately 3# with respect to the vector from the center of the detector,
in order to avoid having the cracks aligned with the particle trajectories. The distance
between the centers of the front faces of the crystals and the nominal interaction point
is 1.29 m.
Each endcap contains 7,324 crystals. The crystals are grouped into groups of 5x5
crystals to form supercrystals. The endcaps are divided into two “Dees” each, which
have 3,662 crystals. Each Dee contains 138 supercrystals and 18 partial supercrystals
along the inner and outer edges. The crystal faces are 315.4 cm from the interaction
point, and are pointed toward a spot 1300 mm farther than the interaction point. This
gives angles between 2-8#.
The preshower detector is a sampling calorimeter, with two layers covering the range
1.653 < |"| < 2.6. The purposes of the preshower detector are to identify neutral pions
in the endcaps, help identify electrons from minimum ionizing particles, and improve
the position resolution for electrons and photons. It is made of alternating layers of
lead radiators and silicon strip sensors. The lead radiators initiate the shower, while the
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Figure 7: Track transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) impact parameter resolution
as a function of " of the track for di!erent values of the track pT [4].
silicon strips measure the deposited energy and the shape of the shower. The strips in
the two layers are oriented orthogonal to each other, and have a pitch of 1.9 mm. The
preshower detector has a total thickness of 20 cm.
2.2.4 The Hadronic Calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) is a sampling calorimeter, and compliments the en-
ergy measurement of the ECAL. The HCAL is composed of the barrel (HB), endcap
(HE), outer (HO), and forward (HF) calorimeters. The HB and HO cover the range
|"| < 1.3, the HE covers 1.3 < |"| < 3 and the HF covers 3 < |"| & 5.2. The HB, HE,
and HO are made of alternating layers of brass or steel absorbers and plastic scintil-
lators. The HCAL, when combined with the ECAL, measures jets with a resolution
#E/E ' 100%/
%
E [GeV ns]( 5%. Figure 9 shows the layout of the HCAL.
The HB is made of 36 identical azimuthal wedges which are formed into two half
barrels. The wedges are constructed out of plates of absorbers alternated with tiles of
plastic scintillator, parallel to the beam axis. The innermost and outermost absorber
plates are made of stainless steel for structural strength. The other absorber plates are
composed of a 40 mm steel front plate, eight 50.5 mm brass plates, six 56.5 mm brass
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Figure 8: Layout of the ECAL including the barrel, endcaps, and preshower.
plates, and a 75 mm steel back plate. The light from the scintillators is collected with
wavelength shifting fibers embedded in the scintillators, which are spliced to clear fibers
when they leave the scintillator and are read out by hybrid photodiodes.
The amount of material for the HB is limited by the ECAL and the solenoid, so
the HO is located outside of the solenoid to contain the hadronic shower in the central
psuedorapidity region. The HO is the first sensitive layer in each of the five iron return
yoke rings. In the central ring, there are two layers of scintillator on either side of a
19.5 cm piece of iron. All other rings have a single HO layer.
The HF is located 11.2 m from the interaction point, with the inner radius at 12.5
cm from the beamline. Since the HF is at such high pseudorapidity it is exposed to
large particle fluxes. To account for the harsh environment, quartz fibers were chosen
as the active material. The detector operates by the Cherenkov e!ect. The calorimeter
is composed of 5 mm steel absorber plates with the fibers inserted into grooves. The
fibers run parallel to the beamline. Half of the fibers run the entire length of the HF,
while the other half begin at 22 cm from the front of the detector. This is to distinguish
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between electrons and photons, which deposit almost all of their energy in the front of
the detector, from the hadrons, which deposit approximately equal amounts of energy
in the front and back segments.
Figure 9: Longitudinal view of the CMS detector showing the positions of the hadron
barrel (HB), endcap (HE), outer (HO) and forward (HF) calorimeters.
2.2.5 The Muon System
The detection and measurement of muons has always been one of the central goals of
the CMS detector. The muon system covers the pseudorapidity range |"| < 2.4, and is
composed of Drift Tubes (DTs), Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs), and Resistive Plate
Chambers (RPCs). The muon system has three main purposes: muon identification,
momentum measurement, and triggering. Matching the muons to the tracks measured
in the silicon tracker results in a transverse momentum resolution between 1 and 5%,
for pT values up to 1 TeV/c. The muon detection system has nearly 1 million electronic
channels.
The DTs cover the barrel region, " < 1.2. In this region the magnetic field is uniform
and the rate is low, so standard rectangular drift tube cells are used. They are organized
into 4 stations and are located between the layers of the iron return yoke. The first three
stations each contain 2 groups of 4 chambers that measure the muon position in the
r$( plane, and another 4 chambers which measure the muon position in the z direction.
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The fourth station does not have the 4 z-position chambers.
The CSCs are used in the endcap region (0.9 < " < 2.4) because of the high rates
and background, and non-uniform magnetic field. The CSCs are fast, finely segmented,
and radiation resistant. They are multiwire proportional chambers, consisting of 6 lay-
ers of anode wire planes interleaved with 7 cathode strip planes. Each endcap has 4
CSC stations, with the chambers perpendicular to the beamline and located between
the return yoke plates. The cathode strips run radially outward, and provide the mea-
surement in the r $ ( plane. The anode wires run approximately perpendicular to the
cathode strips and are also read out to give a measurement in ".
The DTs and CSCs can both easily trigger on the pT of the muon, but due to the
large uncertainty in the background rates and the ability to measure the correct beam-
crossing time a complementary trigger system was designed using RPCs. The RPCs are
parallel plate gas chambers, operated in avalanche mode. They have a very good time
resolution, but a coarser position resolution than the DTs or CSCs. There are 6 layers
of RPCs in the barrel region: 2 in each of the first 2 muon stations and 1 in each of the
last 2 muon stations. In the endcap region there are 3 layers of RPCs, covering up to
" < 1.5.
2.2.6 The Forward Detectors
The very forward angles are covered by the Centauro And Strange Object Research
(CASTOR) detector and the Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC). CASTOR covers the
range from (5.3 < |"| < 6.6), while the ZDC covers (|"| > 8.3). Two extra tracking sta-
tions, built by the TOTal Elastic and di!ractive cross section Measurement (TOTEM)
experiment, are placed at forward rapidities (3.1 < |"| < 4.7 and 5.5 < |"| < 6.6).
The ZDC and CASTOR calorimeters are Cherenkov sampling calorimeters, each
consisting of electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HAD) sections. The calorimeters
are built from tungsten absorber plates, alternated with fused silica quartz plates in
CASTOR and quartz fibers in the ZDC, and read out by photomultiplier tubes. The
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plates are placed at a 45# angle with respect to the incoming particles’ direction to
maximize the light signal. The CASTOR geometry is shown in Figure 10. CASTOR is
placed 14.38 m from the interaction point. The ZDC is located approximately 140 m
from the interaction point. Figure 11 shows the geometry of the ZDC.
Figure 10: Side cutaway view of CASTOR showing the EM and HAD sections.
2.2.7 The Trigger System
During proton-proton collisions, the LHC is designed to have a beam crossing interval
of 25 ns, which corresponds to a crossing rate of 40 MHz. At the design luminosity of
1034cm!2s!1, there are approximately 20 collisions per bunch crossing. The amount of
data associated with this large number of events is impossible to store, and the rate must
be reduced. In CMS this is accomplished with a two level trigger system, the Level-1
(L1) trigger and the High-Level Trigger (HLT). The combined L1 and HLT system is
designed to be able to reduce the rate by a factor of at least 106.
The L1 trigger is mainly hardware based and has a design output rate limit of 100
16
Figure 11: Side cutaway view of the ZDC showing the EM and HAD sections.
kHz. The L1 uses information from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select, in
less than 1 µs, the most interesting events. The HLT is software based and has access to
the complete read-out data, and can be based on complex calculations. The High Level
Trigger (HLT) processor farm further decreases the event rate from around 100 kHz to
around 300 Hz before data storage.
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3 The CMS Pixel Detector
The silicon pixel detector is the closest subdetector to the interaction point. The main
goal of the pixel detector is to provide very good impact parameter resolution and
vertexing, as well as three spatial points for track reconstruction. The pixels have a size
of 150x100 µm2, with the 100 µm dimension in the r $ ( direction in the barrel and
the r direction in the forward disks. The dimensions were chosen to be nearly square
in order to provide similar resolution in both the r $ ( and z directions.
The CMS pixel detector is a “hybrid” pixel detector. A hybrid pixel detector consists
of a separate sensor and readout electronics chip, which are designed and manufactured
separately and then bump bonded together. The detector layout, sensors, and readout
electronics are described briefly in the following sections. More details about the design
and construction of the pixel detector can be found elsewhere [38, 3].
3.1 Detector Layout
The pixel detector consists of a barrel section (BPix) with 3 cylindrical layers at radii
of 4.4 cm, 7.3 cm, and 10.2 cm, and two forward disks on each end (FPix), at a distance
of 34.5 cm and 46.5 cm from the center of the CMS detector. The inner radius of the
forward disks is at 6 cm, and the outer radius is at 15 cm. The pixel detector covers the
pseudorapidities $2.5 < " < 2.5, and provides three space tracking points. The layout
is shown in Figure 12.
The BPix has a total of 48 million channels and covers an area of 0.78 m2. There are
about 800 modules in the barrel section. There are 672 full modules, and the remaining
modules are half modules, located where the two halves of the barrel join. A full module
consists of a silicon sensor bump bonded to 16 readout chips (ROCs), while a half module
has only 8 ROCs. Each ROC consists of 52x80 pixels of size 150x100 µm2 [38, 3].
The FPix has a total of 18 million channels and covers an area of 0.28 m2. The
forward disks are divided into plaquettes, which consist of a single sensor bump bonded
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Figure 12: The geometrical layout of one quadrant of the CMS pixel detector, showing
the locations of the three barrel layers and two forward disks. [3]
to the ROCs. In order to cover the geometry of the disks with no gaps, there are 5
di!erent types of plaquettes: 1x2, 2x3, 2x4, 1x5, and 2x5, where the numbers refer to
the number of ROCs in the plaquette (in the format row x column). The plaquettes
are arranged on “blades”, which form a turbine-like geometry. There are a total of 672
plaquettes in the FPix [3].
The pixel detector is contained inside the 3.8 T magnetic field. In the barrel region,
the drift of the electrons is perpendicular to the magnetic field. The resulting Lorentz-
drift leads to a spread of the charge between several pixels. This charge sharing, along
with the analog readout of the signal, allows for a spatial resolution of 13 µm in the
r $ ( direction and 14 µm in the z direction [39].
In the forward disks, the blades are tilted at a 20# angle so that the particles cross
the sensors at a non-normal angle. In addition, the electrons do not drift parallel to
the magnetic field. This geometry helps to induce charge sharing. Figure 13 shows the
FPix blade geometry. The forward pixels have a spatial resolution of 10 µm in the r$(
direction and 17 µm in the z direction [5].
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Figure 13: One half disk of the supporting structure of the FPix, showing the tilted
blades [5].
3.2 Read Out and Control System
The read out and control system of the pixel detector consists of three main parts: the
read out of the data from the modules to the pixel front end driver (pxFED), the fast
control link between the pixel front end controller (pFEC) and the modules, and the
slow control link between a standard front end controller (FEC) and the supply tube.
A diagram of the read out and control system is shown in Figure 14.
The read out of the analog data from the ROCs is controlled by the Token Bit
Manager (TBM). The data is transferred at 40 MHz to the Analog Optical Hybrid
(AOH). The electric signal is then converted to an optical signal and is sent on to the
pxFED, where the signals are digitized. The ROC and TBM are discussed in more
detail in the following sections. The pFEC sends the 40 MHz clock as well as the fast
control signals, such as the trigger and reset signals, to the TBM.
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Figure 14: Diagram of the pixel detector read out chain and control system. More
details can be found in [3].
3.3 Modules
Figure 15 shows photographs of a barrel pixel full module and a half module, as well as
a diagram showing all the main components of a module. The module is composed of
the sensor, the ROCs, a high density interconnect (HDI) containing the TBM, a power
cable, a Kapton signal cable, and silicon nitride base strips to attach the module to the
mechanical structure. The main components are described in the following sections.
3.3.1 The Token Bit Manager
The TBM controls a group of ROCs. In the barrel, the TBM is located on the module
and controls either 8 or 16 ROCS, depending on the location and layer. In the forward
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Figure 15: Picture of a BPix half module (left) and full module (right). The center
shows an exploded view of a module, with the di!erent components labeled.
disks, the TBM is located on the blade and controls either 21 or 24 ROCS, depending
on which side of the blade it is on.
The TBM is responsible for sending the clock to the ROCs and initiating the read
out of the module. When the TBM receives a Level 1 trigger, it passes the trigger to
the ROCs, to tell the ROC not to delete the data for the triggered event. After some
time the TBM passes a token to each ROC in series. When the ROC receives the token,
it reports any hits and then passes the token to the next ROC.
The read out of a full module, shown in Figure 16, consists of a TBM header, a
header for each ROC, followed by any hits from that ROC, and a TBM trailer. The
TBM header begins with a very low signal, called “ultra-black”, for 3 clock cycles,
followed by a 1, called “black”, to signify the beginning of the readout. Following this
are four clock cycles containing the 8-bit encoded analog event number [40]. After the
TBM header, each ROC adds a header followed by any hits.
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Figure 16: A read out of a full module with a hit in ROC 0, showing the TBM header,
hit information from ROC 0, headers from the remaining ROCs, and TBM trailer.
3.3.2 The Readout Chip
The readout chip is a custom designed application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). It
contains 52x80 pixels and is commercially fabricated in a 0.25 µm complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process [3]. The ROC has several purposes. It provides
zero suppression with an individually adjustable threshold in each pixel unit cell. The
ROC also amplifies and bu!ers the signal from the sensor. It also provides the Level 1
trigger information and discards any hits which do not have a corresponding L1 trigger.
The ROC has three main blocks: the array of pixel unit cells (PUCs), the double
column periphery, and the chip periphery. Figure 17 is a picture of the ROC showing
these three blocks as well as a double column. The chip periphery contains various
control and supply circuits. The double column periphery controls the read out of the
double columns, including transfering the hit information from the pixel to the storage
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bu!ers and the trigger verification [41].
Figure 17: The read out chip.
The schematic of a pixel unit cell is shown in Figure 18. The PUC consists of an
analog part (top) and a digital logic part (bottom). The signal enters the PUC from
the sensor through the bump bond. A calibrate signal can also be injected, either by a
4.8 fF capacitor connected directly to the amplifier, or via the sensor through the air
gap between a top metal pad on the ROC and the sensor. The direct signal injection
can be used to adjust the pixel threshold, while the indirect injection can be used to
test the bump bonds.
The signal passes through a two-stage preamplifier and shaper system. The signal
then passes through a comparator, which provides the zero suppression. There is a 4-bit
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digital to analog converter (DAC) to adjust the pixel’s individual threshold, as well as
a mask bit to disable noisy pixels. Once the signal passes the comparator it is stored
in a sample-and-hold circuit. The double column periphery is notified, and the pixel
waits for the column readout token. A double column can accept up to three hits before
the column readout, and is insensitive to any further hits. When the PUC receives the
column readout token, it sends the analog signal and the pixel row address to the double
column periphery and passes the token.
The ROC handles the complete pixel address encoding for each hit, and sends this
address along with the analog signal pulse height to the TBM. The digital pixel address
is encoded in 6 level analog values, which are shown in Figure 19.
An example of a read out of a ROC with one hit is shown in Figure 20. The ROC
header is three clock cycles and contains an ultra-black, a black, and a signal inversely
proportional to the last addressed DAC value [41]. The pixel address is encoded in the
5 clock cycles following the ROC header. The first two clock cycles are the encoded
double column, and the next three contain the encoded row. Finally, the analog pulse
height is in the last clock cycle. In the case of multiple hits, the address of the next hit
pixel would immediately follow the pulse height of the previous hit.
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Figure 19: The pixel address encoding levels.
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Figure 20: A read out of a hit from a ROC.
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3.3.3 The Sensor
The basic operating principle of silicon sensors is discussed in Chapter 4. The sensor is
made from 285 µm thick di!used oxygen float zone (DOFZ) silicon, as oxygen-enriched
silicon has been shown to have better radiation hardness [1]. The BPix sensors were
produced by CiS, using silicon with the )111* orientation and a resistivity of 3.7 k$cm [7].
The sensor has a depletion voltage of 50-60 V. The FPix sensors were produced by
Sintef, and consist of silicon with the )100* orientation and a resistivity of approximately
5 k$cm. The depletion voltage is around 50 V [42].
The n+-in-n sensors consist of highly doped n-implants in an n-type substrate, and
the pn-junction on the backside along with a multiple guard ring structure. This design
requires double-sided processing, which increases the cost, but allows the edges of the
sensor to be at ground potential so that the detector can be operated at high bias
voltages (up to 600 V).
When a charged particle crosses the sensor material, it ionizes the silicon and pro-
duces electron-hole pairs. The electrons and holes drift in opposite directions, due to
the internal electric field. This is shown in Figure 21. A minimum ionizing particle
(mip) crossing perpendicularly through the sensor deposits a charge of approximately
22,000 electrons. The n-type pixels were chosen in order to collect electrons, which
have a higher mobility. This reduces the e!ects of charge trapping, and thereby ensures
a substantial signal even after high hadron fluences. After irradiation, the depletion
region will start from the n+ implants, and will allow operation of the detector with
moderate bias voltages.
The entire pixel detector is located within the magnetic field of the CMS solenoid
magnet, and the charge carriers are deflected by the Lorentz force. The deflection
angle of the charge carriers is called the Lorentz angle. It depends on the mobility of
the charge carriers, which in turn depends on the electric field inside the sensor. The
Lorentz angle was measured in a test beam [7], and the measured angle as a function
of the bias voltage is shown in Figure 22.
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In the FPIX open ring p-stops were used for the interpixel isolation. The opening
in the p-stop ring provides a high resistance path between pixels after full depletion.
The p-stop ring has a width of 8 µm, and the gap between the implants is 12 µm. A
picture of four FPix pixels is shown in Figure 23. The seven di!erent sensor designs
needed for a blade, to accomodate the di!erent number and arrangements of ROCs, are
all produced on one wafer.
In the BPix, a moderated p-spray isolation is used. This technique combines a uni-
form p-spray implantation with a traditional p-stop, but does not require any additional
mask. The technique is described in more detail in [43]. The gap between the implants
is 20 µm. The BPix also include a “bias dot”, which provides a high resistance punch-
through bias structure. This allows IV measurements on the wafer to assess the sensor
quality during production. A picture of four BPix pixels with the visible structures
labeled is shown in Figure 24.
3.4 Mechanics and Cooling
The pixel barrel system is composed of the modules, their support structure, and the
supply tubes to carry services from outside of the tracker volume to the detector. A
drawing of one of the supply tubes is shown in Figure 25. The barrel has a length of
570 mm and is centered around the interaction region. The length of the total system,
including the supply tubes, is 5.60 m. The barrel is divided vertically into two half
cylinders, in order to be installed around the beam pipe and its supports. The two half
cylinders are electrically separate and operate almost independently. Each half cylinder
can slide into place in CMS on rails around the beam pipe. A schematic of one half
barrel is shown in Figure 26.
The main structure is provided by the aluminum cooling tubes. The cooling tubes
have a wall thickness of 0.3 mm. The tubes have a trapezoidal cross section. The
aluminum cooling tubes are welded to an aluminum container which distributes the
cooling fluid through the detector.
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The cooling fluid used in the current detector is C6F14. It is foreseen to cool the
detector down to a temperature of -10 #C. So far, the detector has been operated at a
temperature of 17 #C in 2010 and 2011, and at 7 #C in 2012.
Carbon fiber blades with a thickness of 0.24 mm are glued to the top and bottom
of two adjacent tubes. The individual segments are connected on each end to flanges
to provide the half barrel structure. The end flanges are fiberglass frames filled with
foam and covered with carbon fiber blades. The end flanges contain connectors for the
module cables and for supplying power to the modules.
3.5 Material Budget
Any material in the path of the particles traversing the detector can contribute to mul-
tiple scattering, bremsstrahlung, photon conversions, and nuclear interactions. These
e!ects can reduce the accuracy of the reconstruction of the tracks of the incoming par-
ticles. Therefore it is necessary to keep the amount of material in the tracker as low as
possible.
The amount of material in the path of the particles is called the material budget. It
is usually measured in terms of the fraction of radiation lengths, x/X0. The radiation
length, X0, is defined as the mean distance in which an electron loses all but 1/e of its
energy by bremsstrahlung.
The material budget for the tracker as a whole, as well as the pixel barrel detector,
is shown in Figure 27. The material budget is broken into the di!erent categories of
the material. The main contribution of the pixel barrel to the overall tracker material
budget is at |"| > 1.2. This comes from the end flange and the inner part of the supply
tube [8].
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Figure 21: Sketch showing a charged particle crossing the silicon sensor. The n+ pixel
implants collect the electrons. [6]
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Figure 22: The Lorentz angle for the sensors in a 4 T magnetic field as a function of
bias voltage [7].
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Figure 23: Picture of four pixels in the same double column for the FPix. The pixels
have a pitch of 100 x 150 µm. [3]
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Figure 24: Picture of four pixels in the BPix. The pixels have a pitch of 100 x 150 µm.
The indium bumps have been deposited but not reflown, and are visible. [3]
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Figure 25: Drawing of one of the supply tubes. [3]
Figure 26: A sketch of one half cylinder of the barrel pixels. [3]
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Figure 27: Left: Material budget for the whole CMS tracker, showing the various
subdetector contributions. Right: Material budget for the pixel barrel detector, showing
the various categories of material. [8]
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4 Radiation Damage in Silicon Detectors
One of the challenges of tracking at colliders such as the LHC is designing detectors
which can withstand the high radiation environment. Silicon detectors have the capabil-
ity to be highly segmented, which makes them good choices for the innermost trackers,
since a high granularity is important for vertexing and tracking in a dense environment
such as the LHC. As commercial vendors are widely available and there is a lot of indus-
trial experience in manufacturing silicon based devices, they are relatively inexpensive
to produce. In addition, they have been shown to be su"ciently resistant to radiation
damage for all previous applications, but they do degrade during the operation of the
LHC. In order to fulfill the LHC specific requirements for long-term operation, it is
important to study the degradation of the performance of silicon-based detectors due
to the e!ects of radiation damage and to establish their operational limits [1].
4.1 Basic Properties and Operating Principle of Silicon Sensors
Before discussing the e!ects of radiation on the silicon sensors, it is necessary to discuss
the basic properties of silicon sensors. Silicon atoms have four valence electrons which
contribute to the bonding between atoms. It is possible to replace some atoms in the
crystal lattice with another element which has either three or five valence electrons.
This process is called doping.
In the case of a dopant atom with five valence electrons, four of the electrons are
involved in the bonding, while the fifth electron can be excited by its thermal energy into
a state shared between many atoms, and can move about the lattice. These atoms are
called “donors”. In silicon doped with donor atoms, there is an excess of free electrons.
This is called n-type silicon. In the case of a dopant atom with only three valence
electrons, one of the four bonding sites is left empty. The dopant atoms are called
“acceptors”. This type of material can be described as having an excess of holes which
are free to move about the lattice. This type of silicon is called p-type.
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When n-type and p-type silicon are joined together, the free electrons (holes) from
the n-type (p-type) silicon di!use across the junction and recombine. The di!usion of
electrons from the n-side leaves behind positive ions, while the di!usion of holes from the
p-side leaves behind negative ions. An electric field builds up which works against the
di!usion, creating a stable region around the junction which is called the space charge
region. This is depicted in Figure 28. This region is void of any free charge carriers,
and is called the depletion zone. By applying a reverse-bias across the junction, this
depletion zone can be increased. In sensors, the junction is abrupt, with one side of the
junction several orders of magnitude more heavily doped than the other. The depletion
region then extends only into the side with the lower doping concentration. When the
size of the depletion zone equals the thickness of the silicon, it is said to be fully depleted.
Figure 28: Formation of the space charge region around the pn-junction. The filled
circles are free electrons, and the open circles are free holes.
The voltage required for full depletion of the detector depends on the e!ective doping
concentration according to Equation 1, where Vfd is the full depletion voltage, q0 is
the charge of an electron, # is the dielectric permitivity of silicon, #0 is the vacuum
permitivity, and d is the thickness of the sensor. The e!ective doping concentration
(Neff ) is defined as the number of donors minus the number of acceptors.
Vfd =
q0
##0
|Neff |d2 (1)
The electric field within the sensor is then given by the Poisson equation (Equa-
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tion 2). It is linear and proportional to Neff .
+E =
$eNeff
##0
(2)
When a charged particle crosses through a depleted sensor, it creates many electron-
hole pairs along its path. These electrons and holes are separated by the electric field
and move towards the n- and p-contacts, respectively. The moving charges induce a
signal on the contact, which is then read out by the readout electronics.
Silicon sensors always have leakage current, caused by the creation of electron-hole
pairs by thermal excitation. Any defects in the silicon lattice act a centers for electron-
hole pairs. The leakage current has an exponential temperature dependence, as shown
in Equation 3. In this equation, Eg is the e!ective energy gap (1.12 eV), and kb is the
Boltzmann constant [44].
I , T 2e
!
!Eg
2kbT
"
(3)
4.2 Damage Mechanisms
The e!ects of radiation on silicon detectors can be separated into two categories: surface
damage and bulk damage. Surface damage is the result of ionization in the covering lay-
ers of the sensor, and the e!ects on the overall operation of the CMS pixel detector are
counteracted by the design of the sensors. Bulk damage is the result of non-ionizing en-
ergy loss, i.e. the displacement of nuclei in the silicon lattice, and leads to the observable
degradation in the detector operation and performance.
4.2.1 Surface Damage
Surface damage refers to the defects created in the silicon oxide layer and the interface
between the oxide and the bulk silicon. Surface damage comes mainly from ionization
and the creation of electron-hole pairs in the oxide. As the interface between the oxide
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and the bulk silicon is already irregular, displacement of single atoms does not signifi-
cantly change the properties of the detector. The main e!ects of the surface damage are
a build up of positive charge along the interface and an increase in the so-called surface
current. The holes created near the surface are trapped due to their low mobility, while
the electrons are collected. This build up of positive charge is called the “fixed oxide
charge.” This accumulation layer is a few nanometers thick, and change the electric field
distribution in the first few micrometers below the surface. MIPs deposit their energy
evenly throughout the bulk of the sensor, and so surface damage has little impact on
the operation of the detectors for tracking charged particles. The main impact of the
built up surface charge is a change in the electric field close to the surface, which can
cause early breakdown. By creating a layout with small gaps between the pixels, this
e!ect can be reduced.
4.2.2 Bulk Damage
Bulk damage is caused by particles which interact with the nucleus of an atom in the
silicon lattice. The defects can be described as point and cluster defects, which a!ect
the silicon in di!erent ways. An incoming particle can knock an atom out of its position
in the lattice. To knock a silicon atom out of its lattice position requires a recoil energy
around 25 eV. For electrons this corresponds to an energy of 260 keV, or an energy of
only 190 eV for protons or neutrons. The space left behind is called a vacancy, while
the atom, which stops between the regular lattice positions, is called an interstitial. The
pair of a vacancy and an interstitial is called a “Frenkel pair” and is a point defect.
This atom can also be called a primary knock on atom (PKA). If the PKA has
enough energy, it can in turn knock out other atoms. At the end of the flight path it
loses a lot of energy in a small volume and creates many defects. Such regions of high
defect density are called cluster defects. A simulation of the path of a PKA through
the silicon lattice is shown in Figure 29, with the point defects shown in red and the
cluster defects shown in blue.
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Figure 29: Simulation of the path of a primary knock-on atom through the silicon.
Point defects are shown in red and cluster defects are shown in blue [9].
These defects in the silicon can introduce extra levels into the band gap. This
leads to three main observable e!ects in the detector: a change in the space charge,
charge trapping, and an increase in the leakage current [1]. These e!ects are described
individually in Section 4.3.
4.3 Macroscopic e!ects
4.3.1 E!ective Doping Concentration
The interstitial and vacancy defects are able to move about the silicon lattice, so it
is possible for defects to combine to form compound defects. One possibility is for a
vacancy to combine with another defect in the silicon, such as a phosphorus or oxygen
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atom. In the case of a phosphorus atom combining with a vacancy, the defect becomes
electrically inactive, and the net e!ect is the reduction of the donor concentration. In
the case of an oxygen atom, the compound defect acts as an acceptor. In both cases
the result is a shift of the space charge from positive to negative values.
This change in the e!ective doping concentration causes a change in the voltage
required to deplete the silicon, which depends on the space charge (|Neff |) as shown
in Equation 1. This behavior is shown in Figure 30. Initially the depletion voltage
decreases until it reaches very low values, and then begins increasing again. From the
point at which the depletion voltage and |Neff | are increasing again, the dominant space
charge has changed from positive to negative and therefore the detector is said to be
type inverted. This change in the e!ective doping concentration must be considered
when designing a silicon detector which will be in a high radiation environment, to
ensure that it will still operate after receiving high fluences.
This explanation of the space charge inversion is limited and does not fully describe
the conditions inside the sensor. It has been found in recent years that an uneven
occupation of traps in irradiated silicon sensors gives rise to the so-called double peak
e!ect [10, 45]. This is illustrated in Figure 31. The top drawing shows the electric
field in an unirradiated detector, which is essentially a constant. Figure 31(b) shows
the thermally generated current in the sensor, as well as the individual electron and
hole currents. While the overall current is constant, the electron and hole currents
are linearly distributed toward the n+ and p+ contacts, respectively. In an irradiated
sensor, the deep traps are filled unevenly with holes and electrons according to the
current distributions. This results in a linearly distributed space charge, as shown in
Figure 31(c). The electric field within the sensor is then given by the Poisson equation
(Equation 2) and is shown in Figure 31(d). There is a peak in the electric field at each
contact, and a minimum in the center of the sensor. The charge collection is therefore
not uniform over the sensor, with a slower charge collection from the center of the sensor
due to the low electric field.
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Figure 30: Change in the e!ective doping concentration as well as the voltage required
for full depletion as a function of the fluence [1].
4.3.2 Charge Trapping
The energy levels in the band gap act as traps for charges. Often a charge moving
through the lattice will occupy one of these energy levels for a short time. However, this
time may be longer than the integration time, and so the collected charge is less than
the total deposited charge. This charge-trapping leads to a decreased charge collection
e"ciency, and for smaller signals, a decreased detection e"ciency [1]. It is essential
to study these changes to determine at what point the sensors are no longer e"cient
enough to be used by the experiments.
The di!erent defects induced in the silicon by radiation have been studied on a mi-
croscopic level by several groups [1, 9]. However, these methods are only able to see
shallow traps and so the amount of signal lost by charge trapping can not be predicted
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well. The charge losses must be measured with macroscopic techniques, such as charge
collection e"ciency (CCE) and Transient Current Technique (TCT) measurements. In
this work, the charge losses due to trapping are studied by measuring the charge col-
lection e"ciency of sensors which have been irradiated to various fluences. Charge
collection e"ciency measurements on irradiated CMS barrel pixel sensors are discussed
in detail in Chapter 5.
4.3.3 Leakage Current
The energy levels created by the defects in the band gap can act as centers for electron-
hole pair generation. This e!ectively increases the leakage current of the sensor. The
amount of current created (#I) is proportional to the fluence, according to Equation 4,
where %eq is the fluence normalized to the damage caused by 1 MeV neutrons (see
Section 4.4) and ) is a proportionality constant. The changes in the leakage current are
independent of the initial resistivity and impurity concentration [44].
#I = )%eqV (4)
The exponential temperature dependence of the leakage current (Equation 3) still
holds in irradiated sensors. In order to keep the current below acceptable limits and to
avoid thermal runaway, it is necessary to operate irradiated detectors at low tempera-
ture.
4.4 NIEL Scaling
The Non Ionizing Energy Loss (NIEL) hypothesis attempts to allow scaling of the
radiation damage produced by di!erent types of particles and particle energies. The
NIEL hypothesis is based on the assumption that any changes in the material due to
displacement are linearly related to the amount of energy deposited in the collision,
independently of how the defects are distributed or of any annealing which occurs after
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the initial collision [1]. The non-ionizing energy loss is the amount of energy deposited
in the crystal, excluding the energy that went into ionization, which is reversible. 1 MeV
neutrons are used as the reference particles, and the fluence of any particle is scaled to
the 1 MeV neutron equivalent. Therefore it is common practice to quote fluences in
units of neutron equivalent fluence, neq/cm2.
The scaling can be done by defining a hardness factor * in order to compare the
amount of damage done by a specific irradiation to the damage which would have oc-
curred from 1 MeV neutrons with the same fluence. The determination of the hardness
factor relies on the fact that the changes in leakage curret are independent of the resis-
tivity and impurity concentration. The 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence can then be
calculated according to Equation 5.
%eq = *% = *
&
((E)dE (5)
Here, ((E) is the energy spectrum of the radiation. The hardness factor is unique to
each radiation source. The hardness factors for the sources used in the measurements
presented in Chapter 5 are listed in Appendix A.
This approach is limited, as neutrons and charged hadrons produce di!erent types
of defects. The main mechanism by which charged hadrons interact with silicon at
low energies is the Coulomb interaction, and they tend to produce mostly point defects.
Neutrons can only interact by elastic scattering with the nucleus and by nuclear reactions
above 1.8 MeV, and they produce more cluster defects [1].
4.5 Annealing
Defects in the silicon lattice are free to move about the lattice due to thermal energy.
The defects can collect at specific locations, such as the surface, or encounter other
defects and combine to form complex defects. Complex defects can also break apart if
they have enough energy to overcome the binding energy holding them together. These
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processes are called annealing.
During the annealing, the space charge changes. The most successful parametrisa-
tion is the so-called Hamburg model [1]. It describes the change of the space charge by
three components: short term annealing, stable damage, and long term annealing. It
can be described as a function of the fluence and time by Equation 6.
#Neff (%eq, t(Ta)) = NA(%eq, t(Ta)) +NC(%eq, t(Ta)) +NY (%eq, t(Ta)) (6)
Here NA is the short term component, NC is the stable damage component, and NY is
the long term component. An example of the change in the e!ective doping concentra-
tion as a function of the annealing time is shown in Figure 32.
The short term annealing is also often called “beneficial annealing” because it is
associated with a decrease in the absolute value of the space charge. This takes place
over a period of a few days. In long term annealing, the space charge becomes more
negative, and is often called “reverse annealing.” The long term annealing can be frozen
by keeping the detector at low temperatures. Therefore the most important component
for the LHC experiments is the stable damage. The stable damage is not influenced by
the operating temperature of the detector, but it has been shown that it is di!erent for
di!erent types of silicon. In particular, the addition of oxygen to the silicon reduced
the stable damage [1].
The annealing rates are highly dependent on temperature. Therefore, in order to be
sure that samples are at the same state, the annealing history must be understood. In
general, all samples used in this work were subjected to an identical annealing process,
and stored at low temperature to halt any further annealing.
4.6 Estimated Requirements for CMS Pixel Detector Sensors
The radiation environment at the LHC is extremely harsh, so there were dedicated
studies during the design phase of the detector to determine the amount of radiation
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which the di!erent subdetectors needed to be able to withstand. The pixel detector is
the closest subdetector to the collision point, and so subjected to the highest amount of
radiation. Eventually the pixel detector will need to be replaced, and so was designed
so that it can be removed and replaced relatively easily during a shutdown period.
There are several factors which limit the lifetime of the sensors. The increase in
charge trapping eventually means that the signal is too low to pass the threshold. In-
creasing the bias voltage can help recover the signal, but leads to a decrease in the
charge sharing between pixels. For high voltages the spatial resolution degrades until it
becomes the binary resolution; that is, the resolution given purely by the pixel dimen-
sions, without any charge sharing, which is given by the pitch/
#
12. In addition, the
available bias voltage is currently limited by the connectors and power supplies which
carry the voltage to the detector to a maximum of 600 V.
At the full LHC design luminosity, it was estimated that the pixel detector would be
subjected to a fluence of 3 x 1014 neq/cm2 per year in the first layer, and 1.2 x 1014 and
0.6 x 1014 neq/cm2 per year in the second and third layers, respectively [7]. The current
pixel detector was designed to withstand a fluence of 6 x 1014 neq/cm2 , corresponding
to approximately 250 fb!1 of integrated luminosity for the innermost layer. As of the
writing of this dissertation, the most recent schedules plan for the pixel detector to be
replaced during the extended year-end technical stop in 2016-2017, after an integrated
luminosity of approximately 100 fb!1.
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Figure 31: Illustration of the double peak e!ect. The p+-contact is at x = 0, and the
n+-contact is at x = d. (a) Electric field in an unirradiated detector. (b) Thermally
generated current, with the electron (red) and hole (green) currents. (c) Space charge
distribution in an irradiated detector. (d) Electric field in an irradiated detector. Figure
reproduced from [10].
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Figure 32: Change in e!ective doping concentration as a function of annealing time,
taken from [1].
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5 Sensor Measurements
In order to make measurements of the properties of the CMS barrel pixel sensors and
how the operational properties change with radiation damage, a number of samples
consisting of a small sensor bump bonded to a single read out chip were prepared.
Some of the samples were irradiated to investigate the e!ect of the radiation damage.
Several di!erent fluences were used to see how the properties of the sensor change with
increasing fluence. The samples were irradiated after the ROCs were bump-bonded to
the sensors. This means that the ROCs as well as the sensors were irradiated. This
gives a more realistic picture of the damage that will occur to the pixel detector during
LHC operation.
Several di!erent measurements were performed in order to evaluate the e!ects of
the radiation damage on the sensors. Charge collection e"ciency measurements were
done to measure the amount of signal lost as a function of fluence. An attempt was
made to measure the detection e"ciency using both a testbeam and a lab setup. The
interpixel capacitance was measured as a function of bias voltage for both irradiated
and unirradiated samples. Finally, the feasibility of cheaper single-sided sensors was
investigated using high voltage tests.
Table 1 lists the di!erent fluences used for the charge collection e"ciency and de-
tection e"ciency measurements. The di!erent places used for irradiations are the Paul
Scherrer Institute (PSI), CERN, and the Karlsruhe Institute for Technology (KIT). A
full table listing each individual sample can be found in Appendix B.
The irradiations at PSI were done in 2007 using the piE1 beamline [46]. The irradi-
ations at CERN were also done in 2007, at the PS-IRRAD facility [47]. The irradiations
at KIT were done in 2010 at the Karlsruhe Irradiation Facility [48]. After irradiation
the sensors were stored in a commercial freezer at $18#C to stop any annealing as much
as possible. It should be noted that the pion irradiated sensors were accidentally stored
at room temperature for a few weeks.
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Table 1: Single ROC samples used in the charge collection e"ciency and detection
e"ciency measurements.
Fluence (1014neq/cm2) Facility Particle
0 – –
3 KIT p 26 MeV/c
3.2 PSI !+ 300 MeV/c
4.2 PSI !+ 300 MeV/c
6 KIT p 26 MeV/c
6.1 CERN p 24 GeV/c
6.2 PSI !+ 300 MeV/c
11 CERN p 24 GeV/c
12 KIT p 26 MeV/c
28 CERN p 24 GeV/c
30 KIT p 26 MeV/c
51 CERN p 24 GeV/c
60 KIT p 26 MeV/c
There are three di!erent sensor designs used in the measurements. They di!er only
in the size and structure of the gap between pixels. The first type, called “dot1,” is the
standard design with a gap of 20 µm, which is described in Section 3.3.3. The second
type, called “gap30,” has a gap of 30 µm, but is otherwise identical to the dot1 design.
The third type, called “gap30-2,” also has a gap of 30 µm, but with a slightly di!erent
geometry for the p-spray isolation between the pixels. The e!ect of the di!erent gap
sizes is discussed more in Section 5.3.
The standard programming and calibration procedure for the pixel detector as a
whole is described in detail in [49]. Since only single ROC samples without a TBM are
used in these measurements, a simplified version of the calibration procedure is used.
The functions of the TBM are handled by a “TBM emulator” on the FPGA testboard.
Commonly used values for the DACs are listed in Appendix C.
First the ultra-black level of the ROC is adjusted to match the ultra-black level of
the TBM emulator. Then the threshold of the ROC is set by injecting a calibration
signal, called “VCal”. After the threshold for the ROC as a whole is set, it can be
adjusted for each pixel by a 4-bit DAC called the trim bit. After the individual pixel
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thresholds have been adjusted, the response of the analog signal is calibrated versus the
VCal signal by injecting several di!erent charge values. Finally, the pixel thresholds and
noise are measured with an “S-curve scan,” where the injected Vcal charge is adjusted
from 0 to the maximum value. The threshold is defined as the VCal value where the
e"ciency is 50%, and the noise is the width of the associated Gaussian.
For the highly irradiated samples, some adjustments need to be made in the DAC val-
ues in order for the readout chip to function. For samples irradiated above 1015 neq/cm2
the preamplifier and shaper feedback circuit had to be adjusted, and the ADC sampling
point had to be shifted by a few nanoseconds. Commonly used DAC values for the
highly irradiated ROCs are also listed in Appendix C.
5.1 Charge Collection E"ciency
The charge collection e"ciency of an irradiated sensor is defined as the ratio of amount of
charge collected from a MIP in the irradiated sensor compared to the amount of charge
collected from a MIP by an unirradiated detector. As a reference several unirradiated
sensors were tested under the same conditions as the irradiated sensors.
5.1.1 Testing Setup and Procedure
The testing setup consists of an insulated cold box, a sensor and ROC sample, a source,
and the electronics to read out the signal. The testing setup is shown in Figure 33. The
sample is mounted on an aluminum block inside the cold box, which is cooled by a water
cooled Peltier element. The box can be flushed with dry nitrogen to keep the humidity
as low as possible. Particles are provided by a 90Sr + source which is placed on a clear
plastic cap about 10 mm above the sensor. The endpoint energy of the + particles is
about 2.3 MeV, which pass through the sample and approximate a MIP. However there
are many low energy particles which are stopped in the sample and generate a much
larger signal. These low energy signals are reduced in the data analysis.
The ROC is controlled by an FPGA and custom written software. The read out
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of the signal was triggered by a random trigger. Since the particles arrive randomly
in time, they are not synchronized with the randomly-generated trigger. Therefore the
clock cycle where the hits should arrive was stretched in order to increase the chances
that a particle passes through the sensor within the correct time window. The FPGA
stretches an arbitrary clock cycle to 1000 times the usual length. After a delay, a trigger
is sent to the ROC and the data from this stretched clock cycle is read out. The stretch
factor of 1000 was chosen such that approximately 80% of the triggers had hit pixels [50].
Later the setup was improved to contain a scintillator and photomultiplier tube
beneath the sample. The read out was then triggered by a coincidence of a signal
from the scintillator and the clock from the FPGA. The clock cycle stretching was not
necessary with the new setup, since the coincidence with the scintillator signal ensured
that a particle would pass through the detector during the correct clock cycle.
The sample is placed into the cold box and then cooled down to approximately -20#C.
Once the temperature is stable, the standard programming and calibration procedure is
performed. After the working parameters have been optimized, a current-voltage (IV)
curve is taken for each sample to ensure that it is working properly. The bias voltage is
scanned through a range of values, starting from well below the depletion voltage, and
ending well into the depletion plateau. At each bias voltage value, data is collected for
15 seconds using the internal trigger.
5.1.2 Analysis
There are several steps in the analysis of the data. First some initial data quality cuts
are applied. Pixels can be manually excluded, which is usually done in the case of known
noisy pixels and the edge pixels, which are larger. In addition, there are several cuts
that can be used to exclude data from a pixel during the analysis of the data:
• The pixel has 10 times fewer hits than its neighbors.
• The pixel charge is very di!erent compared to the charge of its neighbors.
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Figure 33: Single sensor testing setup.
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• A problem in the pulse height calibration of a pixel results in an invalid charge.
• The occupancy of the pixel is too di!erent from that of its neighbors.
• The pixel is surrounded by masked pixels.
After the initial data quality cuts, the individual pixel hits are combined into “clus-
ters.” The cluster finding algorithm combines adjacent hit pixels within a radius of 2
pixels into clusters. The combined charge of all the pixels in the cluster is called the
cluster charge, and the cluster position is the center of gravity of the cluster charge.
The 90Sr source used has many low energy particles which produce very large clus-
ters. A histogram of the cluster charge distribution for di!erent cluster sizes is shown
in Figure 34. The x-axis shows the cluster charge in arbitrary units. As the cluster
size grows, the cluster charge increases, and the shape of the distribution changes. In
order to suppress non-MIP-like particles, only the one-pixel clusters are considered in
the analysis.
The charge deposited in the silicon is described by a Landau distribution, while the
measurement error introduces a Gaussian. Therefore the charge distribution is fit by a
LanGau function, which is a Landau convoluted with a Gaussian.
Figure 35 shows an example fitted distribution. The distribution is fit for each value
of the applied bias voltage. The peak value, which is the most probable value, is taken as
the charge collected in the sample by a MIP at that voltage. The most probable values
are plotted as a function of bias voltage for each sample. The increase of the depletion
zone and the plateau once the sample is fully depleted are easily seen for unirradiated
samples, as shown in Figure 36.
5.1.3 Results
The collected charge versus the bias voltage of all tested samples is shown in Figure 37.
In this figure, the lines are obtained in the same way as Figure 36. Instead of the data
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Figure 34: Charge distribution for di!erent cluster sizes.
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Figure 35: Charge distribution for an unirradiated sample with a bias voltage of -150
V fit by a LanGau function.
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Figure 36: Charge vs bias voltage for an unirradiated sample.
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Figure 37: Collected charge vs bias voltage for all tested samples.
points, lines are drawn through the points, so that it is possible to see all the samples
on one graph.
In the two unirradiated samples, the collected charge rises sharply and then remains
constant. In the irradiated samples, the rise is much slower, showing that in these
regions the detector is being operated partially depleted. For the highest fluences (>
1015 neq/cm2 ) no saturation of the charge is seen.
The full depletion voltage can be found from the graph of the collected charge vs.
the bias voltage. The region where the charge is increasing is fit with a linear function,
and the plateau region is fit with a di!erent linear function. The point at which these
two lines intersect can be defined as the depletion voltage.
The shift in the depletion voltage is clearly visible in Figure 37. As the fluence
increases, the depletion voltage shifts to larger voltages. At the highest fluences the
algorithm fails, since there is no plateau reached.
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Figure 38: Two dimensional map of hits within the sample irradiated to 5"1015 neq/cm2.
The distinctive “bulls-eye” pattern of a point source is clearly visible, indicating that
the signals are produced by actual particles and not noise.
Only two samples irradiated to 5"1015 neq/cm2 were able to be tested. The amount
of charge shown for these samples in Figure 37 is at the nominal threshold level, and
does not seem to change with bias voltage. We believe that the threshold is in the tail
of the Landau distribution, giving a wrong value for the amount of charge collected.
The most probable value of the distribution is then always at the threshold, and does
not depend on the bias voltage.
However, by looking at the two dimensional map of the signals versus position in
the sensor (Figure 38), it is obvious that the signals are produced by real particles from
the 90Sr source crossing the sensor. Particles coming from a point source such as the
90Sr source produce a distinctive “bulls-eye” pattern, while noise produces a uniform
distribution.
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Figure 39: Cluster size for unirradiated sensors.
A rough estimate of the e"ciency of the sensor can be made by looking at the fraction
of events which have no clusters. Figure 39 shows the distribution of cluster size per
trigger for a typical unirradiated sensor. Because the triggers are not synchronized with
the source, there are always a fraction of empty readouts, which are the triggers with
zero clusters. In a fully e"cient sensor, about 10% of the triggers have zero clusters.
This fraction of empty events remains the same up to samples with a fluence around
2"1015 neq/cm2 . Figure 40 shows the same distribution for one of the sensors irradiated
to 5" 1015 neq/cm2 . The fraction of zero-cluster events has increased to around 80%.
While not an actual e"ciency measurement, this comparison of the fraction of zero-
pixel clusters gives a strong indication that although the sensor does see particles, the
detection e"ciency has decreased dramatically, and the sensors can no longer be used.
The most probable value of the signal as a function of fluence for each sample at
a bias voltage in the plateau region is shown in Figure 41. The decrease in the total
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Figure 40: Cluster size for sensors irradiated to a fluence of 5" 1015 neq/cm2 .
collected charge due to charge trapping with increasing fluence is clearly visible.
Other groups have observed a phenomena of charge multiplication in highly irradi-
ated sensors beginning at bias voltages of 1000 V [51, 52]. Charge multiplication occurs
where there are very high fields in the sensor, and produces signals larger than those
of an unirradiated sensor being collected. No charge multiplication is observed here;
the collected charge in the samples irradiated to 3" 1015 neq/cm2 is still far below the
amount of charge collected in the unirradiated sensors, even at 1000 V. However, since
no saturation of the charge is seen, it would be necessary to go to higher bias voltages
in order to see whether any charge multiplication would be present.
It was not possible to test samples at bias voltages above 1000 V due to limits in
the experimental setup. The power supply was only able to go to 1100 V. In addition,
there were problems with sparking on the printed circuit board (PCB) which holds the
samples, and the connectors between the PCB and the FPGA testboard which controls
the sample. The sample PCB is connected to the FPGA testboard by a ribbon cable.
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Figure 41: Collected charge vs fluence for all tested samples.
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When the testboard was designed, it was not foreseen to use such high bias voltages.
Therefore, the relative location of the bias voltage line compared to the others was
not carefully considered. This resulted in the bias voltage being sent on a pin directly
adjacent to a pin at ground. At such high bias voltages we encountered sparking between
the bias voltage pin and the ground pin. Several samples were destroyed before the
source of the problem was realized, and only two samples (irradiated to a fluence of
3" 1015 neq/cm2 ) were able to be tested above 600 V.
The sample PCBs were redesigned to have the bias voltage carried on a separate
cable. However, we still encountered issues with sparking. This time, it was between
the pins of the LEMO connector and the routing lines on the PCB. The board has been
redesigned a second time and preliminary tests have shown it is capable of holding bias
voltages of >1000 V for several hours with no problems. It is foreseen to repeat the
measurements on the highly irradiated samples at bias voltages up to 2000 V once a
power supply is available.
5.2 Detection E"ciency
Radiation damage also decreases the absolute detection e"ciency. With the decreased
signal due to charge trapping, it is more likely that signals will be lost because they
are below the threshold. Two di!erent methods were used to try to measure the detec-
tion e"ciency of both unirradiated and irradiated detectors: a testbeam using a pixel
telescope, and a modified charge collection e"ciency setup in the lab. Unfortunately,
no conclusive results were obtained. The methods used, and problems encountered, are
described in the following sections.
5.2.1 Test Beam
In order to measure the absolute e"ciency of the sensors as a function of fluence, a
testbeam was performed in the summer of 2010. The setup was at the H2 beamline of
the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) accelerator at CERN, with a beam of 150 GeV
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pions [53]. The setup consisted of a telescope of 4 pixel sensors, an independent trigger
consisting of a silicon diode, and the device under test (DUT) in the center. The
telescope chips were small CMS pixel sensors bump-bonded to a single ROC. They were
identical to the DUT, except that they were not irradiated. A diagram of the telescope
is shown in Figure 42. This setup was placed between a pair of Helmholtz coils which
produced a 3 T magnetic field, in order to also measure the change in the Lorentz angle
as a function of fluence.
The DUT was placed inside an insulated cold box, so that the irradiated sensors
could be tested at a temperature of -10#C. The sample was cooled by two Peltier coolers.
The heat was removed from the Peltier coolers by cooling fluid, which passed through
a chiller placed outside the beam area.
The FPGA testboard which controlled the telescope and DUT was placed inside the
magnet below the telescope. All of the other controlling electronics (power supplies,
triggering electronics, data acquisition computers) were placed outside of the beam area
so that they could be easily accessed during the beam operation.
The readout of the telescope required an external trigger. The trigger consisted of a
standard CMS barrel pixel silicon sensor, which was not bump bonded to a ROC. The
charge was read out using a fast commercial amplifier and discriminator wirebonded
to the back side of the sensor. The threshold and width of the signal pulse could be
adjusted by two potentiometers on the trigger board. The trigger was controlled by
standard Nuclear Instrumentation Module (NIM) electronics, located in the control
room. The trigger board is shown in Figure 43.
The telescope and DUT were controlled by a modified version of the software used
in the characterization and testing of modules before they were installed in CMS. The
telescope and DUT are considered a “module” consisting of only 5 ROCs. The telescope
chips and the DUT were programmed and calibrated using the standard calibration
procedure, and data taking followed the same procedure as for the charge collection
e"ciency measurements.
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Figure 42: Top: Diagram of the pixel telescope used at the testbeam, showing the
location of the device under test. Bottom: Photograph of the pixel telescope.
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Figure 43: Photograph of the trigger board. The sensor is under the foil cap.
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Figure 44: An example beam event. The small white spots correspond to the hit
position. The four maps on the left are the telescope sensors, while the map on the
right is the device under test.
The telescope sensors are not perfectly aligned in the telescope, so a simple alignment
algorithm was developed. As shown in Figure 44, there is almost always only one hit
on each sensor per triggered event. A 2 dimensional correlation plot between the hit
position on any two chips can be used to distinguish noise or multiple scattering hits
from actual beam particles passing through the telescope. An example correlation plot
is shown in Figure 45.
To measure the hit e"ciency, we look at events in which a particle has been recon-
structed as passing through the telescope, and then project the hit onto the DUT. We
then search for a corresponding hit in the DUT around the projected position. In order
to measure the hit e"ciency of the DUT, the e"ciency of the telescope sensors must
be nearly 100%. The same procedure was used to check the e"ciency of the telescope
sensors, by treating one of the center telescope sensors as the DUT.
We found that the e"ciency of the telescope sensors was only around 85%. With
such a low e"ciency for each of the telescope chips, a measurement of the hit e"ciency
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Figure 45: Correlation plot between the hit column in two telescope sensors. The
correlated hits, corresponding to particles passing through the telescope, are seen in the
dark line along the diagonal. The scattered o!-diagonal points correspond to noise hits
in one or both of the telescope sensors.
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Figure 46: Illustration of timewalk. Low amplitude signals cross threshold late and are
assigned to the wrong bunch crossing.
in the DUT is impossible, as the expected e!ects are on the order of a few percent.
The low e"ciency appears to be due to a timing problem. In the LHC, the clock of the
pixel detector is synchronized to the beam. However, at the testbeam the clock is not
synchronized. This leads to two possible timing problems: triggers arriving too late in
the bunch crossing, and timewalk.
The timewalk problem is illustrated in Figure 46. Low amplitude signals reach the
threshold later than high amplitude signals. This leads to the e!ect that a low amplitude
signal may not cross the threshold in the correct bunch crossing. By using the right
delays, this problem is neglible in events where the clock is synchronized to the beam.
In the case of an unsynchronized beam, the particles may arrive too late in the time
window for low amplitude signals to cross the threshold in time. Then the “in-time
threshold” can be defined as the minimum amplitude a signal would need in order to
cross the absolute threshold within the bunch crossing.
The other timing problem occurs when triggers arrive too late in the bunch crossing,
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so the signal does not cross the threshold until the next bunch crossing. These particles
are then “lost”. In addition, the timing can be slightly di!erent between the di!erent
chips of the telescope and the DUT. This means that it is impossible to tell whether a
particle which is seen in the telescope but not in the DUT was lost due to this timing
e!ect or a decrease in the sensor e"ciency.
In order to avoid these problems and achieve an acceptable e"ciency for the tele-
scope, a very small time window for accepting triggers is necessary. This problem will
be solved in future test beams.
5.2.2 Lab Setup
The testing setup used in the charge collection e"ciency measurements was modified to
have an independent trigger by adding a scintillator and photomultiplier tube beneath
the sample. A diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 47. The testboard was triggered
by a coincidence of a signal from the scintillator and the rising edge of the testboard
clock. A photograph of the setup is shown in Figure 48.
The procedure foreseen for the e"ciency measurements is the same as for the charge
collection e"ciency measurements. The sample is placed into the cold box and cooled
to -20#C, the programming and calibration procedure is performed, and an IV curve is
taken to assess the quality of the sample. After that data is taken for 15 seconds at
a bias voltage slightly above the depletion voltage. The detection e"ciency is defined
as the number of triggered readouts with hits divided by the total number of triggered
readouts.
To verify the procedure, the measurement was first performed with an unirradiated
sample. The e"ciency of the unirradiated sensors has been previously measured, and
found to be greater than 99% [54]. However, when testing the e"ciency of the unirra-
diated sensors in the lab setup, the measured e"ciency was much lower than expected.
It is thought that this is due to multiple scattering of the + particles inside the box.
In order to mitigate this e!ect, lead shielding was added to narrow the available path
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Figure 47: Diagram of modified CCE testing setup. The source is placed above the
sample, and the scintillator and photomultiplier tube are placed below the sample.
for the source particles. The e"ciency increased with the additional shielding, but was
found to vary considerably between measurements.
The 90Sr source was manually positioned above the sensor each time the sample was
placed into the cold box. Therefore the position of the source could vary significantly
between di!erent samples. This change in source position was found to greatly a!ect
the e"ciency measured with this setup (up to 5% variation), due to the di!erent paths
available for the particles to scatter around the sample. This is illustrated in Figure 49.
As the expected e"ciency for fluences of the order of 1015 neq/cm2 is about 98%, this
introduces too much uncertainty to make a reliable e"ciency measurement.
5.3 Interpixel Capacitance
The capacitance between individual pixels and their neighbors influences the noise and
the cross-talk in the detector, and has an important impact on the analog power of the
chip. The capacitance depends on the gap between the pixels. Pixels with a larger gap
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Figure 48: Photograph of the modified CCE testing setup and trigger electronics.
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Figure 49: Diagram showing how the source position a!ects the e"ciency. Di!erent
source positions provide di!erent paths for the scattered particles.
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size have a smaller interpixel capacitance, but the larger gaps produce an inhomogenous
drift field inside the sensor. Therefore it is important to find a balance between the
capacitance and the gap size.
The current CMS barrel pixel sensors have small gaps (20 µm), and accordingly
a relatively high interpixel capacitance. In order to test whether reducing the inter-
pixel capacitance by increasing the gap size would be beneficial, several samples were
produced with a gap size of 30 µm, typically referred to as “gap-30”. The interpixel
capacitance is measured as a function of bias voltage for both the standard and gap-30
samples. The samples are then irradiated with a 60Co source and then measured again.
The measurements are described in Section 5.3.1
A first attempt was made at simulating the interpixel capacitance using a Synopsis
TCAD simulation [55]. The results can be qualitatively compared with the results of
the measurements. The simulation is described in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Measurements
The small value of the capacitance, combined with the small pixel size, makes mea-
suring the interpixel capacitance a challenge. A new method to measure the interpixel
capacitance was developed, where a simple chip is bump bonded onto the sensor instead
of the ROC. This chip is referred to as the “readout replacement chip.”
The concept of the measurement method is to form a basic unit cell of one pixel
surrounded by the eight directly neighboring pixels. The eight neighboring pixels are
connected together. Then the capacitance can be measured between the central pixel
and the eight connected neighbor pixels. A picture of this basic unit cell is shown in
Figure 50. This basic unit is repeated over the entire chip. The central pixel of each cell
is connected together and routed to a pad on the edge of the chip. The eight neighbor
pixels of each cell are also connected together over the whole chip and routed to a second
pad on the edge of the chip. These two pads can be contacted with a needle, and the
capacitance can be measured. The measurement setup is shown in Figure 51.
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Figure 50: Picture of part of the readout replacement chip. The basic cell of one pixel
in the center (blue), surrounded by the eight neighboring pixels (red), is highlighted.
The capacitance between two pixels can be regarded as a combination of two e!ects.
The first is that the p-spray forms a conductive channel with a small resistance between
the two pixel implants, with a capacitance at each pixel implant boundary. The second
e!ect is that there is also a capacitance between the pixels through the bulk silicon.
This is shown in Figure 52. The total capacitance between the pixels can be described
by Equation 7.
Ctotal = C0 +
1
1
C1
+ 1C1
(7)
= C0 +
1
2
C1
Here, the notation from Figure 52 is used, where C0 is the capacitance through the
bulk and C1 is the capacitance at the boundary between the pixel implant and the p-
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Figure 51: The interpixel capacitance measurement setup.
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Figure 52: Diagram of interpixel capacitance. C0 represents the capacitance between
pixels through the bulk, C1 represents the capacitance between the pixel implant and
the p-spray, and R represents the resistance of the p-spray.
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spray. As the bias voltage increases, the p-spray begins to be depleted of charge carriers,
the resistance R increases, and the capacitance between the pixel implant and the p-
spray (C1) decreases. Eventually, the contribution of the C1 term to the capacitance
becomes negligible, and the capacitance approaches the value of C0.
Because the interpixel capacitance depends mostly on surface e!ects, the surface
damage caused by radiation is important, while the bulk damage has little to no e!ect.
Therefore some of the samples were irradiated at PSI with a 60Co gamma source with
a dose of 20 kGy. At this dose the fixed surface charge should be saturated [56].
The samples are listed in Table 2. One sample of each type was measured before
and after irradiation.
Table 2: Samples used in the interpixel capacitance measurements and the measured
capacitance at a bias voltage of 150 V. Errors are discussed in the text.
Sample Number Type Gap Size (µm) Capacitance (fF)
8609-02-11 Gap20 20 100
8609-02-12 Gap20 20 65
8609-02-10 Gap30 30 20
8609-02-13 Gap30-2 30 50
8609-02-14 Gap30-3 30 85
8609-18-06 Gap20 20 100
8609-18-07 Gap20 20 55
8609-18-05 Gap30 30 65
8609-18-08 Gap30-2 30 30
8609-18-09 Gap30-3 30 45
271947-18-11 Gap20 20 70
271947-18-12 Gap20 20 105
271947-18-10 Gap30 30 45
271947-18-13 Gap30-2 30 45
271947-18-14 Gap30-3 30 45
The main source for errors in these measurements comes from the measurement of
the stray capacitance of the readout replacement chip. To measure this capacitance,
the sample must be removed from the setup, the readout replacement chip must be
forcibly removed from the sensor, and then the readout replacement chip is placed back
into the setup to be measured alone. This process can change something on the chip,
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for instance smear the bump bonds, or the contact resistances might be changed by
putting the readout replacement chip in a slightly di!erent position. The best way
to estimate the size of the errors introduced here is to compare the measurements of
identical samples.
There are two samples from each wafer of the gap20 type, which are shown in
Table 2. For samples 8609-02-11 and 8609-02-12, the measured capacitances are 100 fF
and 65 fF, respectively, with a di!erence of 35 fF between the two measurements. For
samples 8609-18-06 and 8609-18-07, the measured capacitances are 100 fF and 55 fF,
respectively, with a di!erence of 45 fF. For samples 271947-18-11 and 271947-18-12 the
measured capacitances are 70 fF and 105 fF, respectively, with a di!erence of 35 fF. The
average di!erence between identical samples is 38 fF, so 40 fF is taken as the uncertainty
on the measurements.
The results of the interpixel capacitance measurements before irradiation are shown
in Figure 53. Before full depletion, the pixels are not isolated from each other. The
relevant part of the curve is the part from the full depletion voltage onwards, which can
easily be seen by the sharp spike around 50 V. After the full depletion, the capacitance
decreases with increasing voltage until a plateau is reached.
The results of the measurements of the irradiated samples are shown in Figure 54.
The solid lines are the measurements of the samples before irradiation, and the dashed
lines are the measurements of the samples after irradiation. The capacitance of the gap-
30 samples is indeed lower than the capacitance of the standard samples. The interpixel
capacitance after irradiation is lower than before irradiation. This is likely due to the
build up of positive charges along the surface after irradiation. This layer of positive
charges begins the depletion of the p-spray earlier than in the unirradiated samples, so
the capacitance decreases faster.
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Figure 53: Interpixel capacitance vs. bias voltage before irradiation.
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Figure 54: Results of the interpixel capacitance measurements.
5.3.2 Simulations
A simple simulation of the sensor was made to investigate the interpixel capacitance as
a function of bias voltage, and how this changes with the gap size between pixels. The
simulation was done with Synopsis TCAD [55].
The simulation uses a simple two dimensional geometry, which is shown in Figure 55.
On each side is a half pixel, with the p-spray isolation in the center. There is a met-
alization on top of the oxide layer. Since this is a two dimensional geometry, it only
considers the e!ects of one of the eight neighboring pixels.
There are two commonly used sets of boundary conditions: the von Neumann bound-
ary conditions, which require the normal component of the electric field to be exactly 0
at the boundary, and the gate boundary conditions, which include a simple RC circuit
connected to the metalization at the boundary. The RC circuit consists of a resistor
and a capacitor in parallel, where the resistor has a very high resistance (1018 $) and
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Figure 55: The geometry and doping profile of the simulated sensor area.
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the capacitor has a very low capacitance (10!18 F). Requiring the potential to be zero
at the boundary represents the situation in vacuum, and creates high fields inside the
sensor. Our measurements are performed in a normal ambient environment, so the gate
boundary conditions represent a more realistic picture of the measurement environment
and fields inside the sensor.
The gate boundary conditions are a better reflection of the environment, since our
measurements are not performed in vacuum, and so the simulations are done with
the gate boundary conditions. The capacitances to be simulated are very small, and
a small signal analysis tends to have convergence problems. The best convergence
with the gate boundary conditions is given by indirectly simulating the capacitance by
injecting a voltage into the pixel and measuring the induced current. The capacitance
is proportional to the induced current, as shown in Equation 8, where Q is the charge,
C is the capacitance, and V is the potential, and dQdt = I is the current.
Q , CV (8)
dQ
dt
, C
dV
dt
C ,
I
dV
dt
The simulation is run using three di!erent gap sizes: 20 µm, 30 µm, and an extreme
case of 50 µm. The current for each of these is shown in Figure 56. As expected, the
current decreases with increasing gap size.
This simulation is greatly simplified and can not be compared quantitatively with
the measurements. Many other e!ects are not considered here, such as the e!ect of the
corner pixels. However, a qualitative comparison can be made. The general trend of
the measurements is fairly well reproduced, with the current decreasing with increasing
bias voltage, although the simulation underestimates the reduction of the capacitance
with increasing bias voltage.
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Figure 56: The current induced in the gate as a function of bias voltage in the simulation
for di!erent gap sizes.
5.4 High Voltage Tests on Single Sided Sensors
Single-sided sensors o!er a cheaper alternative to double-sided processed sensors. Pre-
vious tests have shown them to have equivalent radiation hardness to double-sided
sensors [57]. However the single side processing does not allow a guard ring structure
on the back side of the sensor. This leaves the edges of the sensor at high voltage, while
the ROC is at ground, as shown in Figure 57. There is nothing between the sensor and
the ROC besides air. Air has a breakdown electric field of %3 V/µm. The distance
between the sensor and the ROC depends on the bump bonding process, but is on the
order of 10’s of µm. In the case of the CMS pixels, the distance between the sensor
and the ROC is 20 µm. When a bias voltage of a few hundred Volts is applied to the
sensor there is a non-negligible chance of sparking between the ROC and the sensor. In
order for single sided sensors to be a viable alternative to the more expensive double
sided sensors, there must be an inexpensive and easily scalable solution to the sparking
problem.
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Figure 57: Diagram of single sided sensor showing the potential for sparking between
the sensor and ROC.
In order to establish whether or not the problem exists we obtained some defective
samples from the PSI Pilatus project [58]. The samples were single sided p-in-n sensors
with defective ROCs. We applied a bias voltage to the sensor while keeping the ROC
grounded. The bias voltage was slowly ramped up and the current monitored. We
observed a breakdown around 500 V. The current increased rapidly and there was an
audible “sparking” sound. When we visually inspected the sample we found that the
ROC ground pad was completely destroyed, and other nearby pads were damaged as
well. The aluminum on the back side of the sensor was also vaporized. Figures 58 and
59 show the damage to the sample.
A breakdown voltage of 500 V is higher than expected using the estimate of 3
V/µm and a distance of 20 µm between the ROC and sensor, and implies a distance of
approximately 200 µm. The sensor is 280 µm thick. There is also clear damage to the
aluminum on the back side of the sensor near the edge. This leads to the hypothesis
that the spark occurs between the back side of the sensor and the ROC, instead of the
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Figure 58: Damage to sensor from high voltage sparking. The ground pad of the ROC
is completely destroyed. Damage to the aluminum on the back of the sensor is also
visible in the bottom of the picture.
Figure 59: Damage to neighboring pads on the ROC from high voltage sparking.
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Figure 60: Photograph of sparks between ROC and sensor.
edge closest to the ROC. We set up a digital camera to try to photograph the spark to
see where it originates. The photo is shown in Figure 60. It is not obvious from the
photograph where the spark comes from.
The next step was to try to determine a technique to prevent the sparks from
occurring. The idea is to fill the gap along the edge of the sensor and ROC with a
material which has a higher breakdown voltage than air. This material must be easy
to apply when the modules are produced. The first attempt was to use a glue to fill
the gap. The glue fills in between the sensor and ROC while still liquid, and then is
stable once cured. This is shown in Figure 61. We used two di!erent glues, Araldit
and EPO-TEK 310 [59, 60]. Araldit is a standard glue used in the construction of the
current CMS modules. EPO-TEK 310 is a more liquid glue, which fills more of the gap
than the Araldit. With the Araldit we observed no change in the breakdown voltage.
The sample coated with the EPO-TEK glue showed a breakdown at approximately 700
V. The photographs are shown in Figure 62.
We also attemped to passivate the edges using a chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
process of Parylene C. Parylene is a polymer which is often used to coat printed circuit
boards and medical devices. The coating acts as a moisture and dielectric barrier.
Parylene C is the most common variety. A sample was successfully tested for several
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Figure 61: Diagram of single sided sensor using glue to fill the edge gap between the
sensor and the ROC.
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Figure 62: Damage to sensors with glue filled gaps.
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Figure 63: Diagram of the proposed solution to protect wire bond pads during Parylene
deposition.
hours at 1000 V.
Discussions with the company are ongoing to determine if a Parylene coating is a
feasible solution for mass production of pixel modules. As the parylene coats everything
in the CVD process, any bond pads must be masked. This is usually done by covering
the area with Kapton tape which is removed after the CVD process. However in the case
of the pixel modules the dimensions of the bond pads are on the order of 200 µm, which
are very di"cult to reliably mask with Kapton tape. One possible solution considered
is to coat the module after the wire bonding. This has not been done before, so the
e!ect of the Parylene on the wire bonds must be tested. Coating the modules after wire
bonding also has the consequence that if a wire bond is removed it cannot be rebonded,
since the rest of the bond pad will be coated with the Parylene.
Another possible solution is to cover the bond pads with a piece of “blue-tape”,
which is used for dicing wafers, using a piece of aluminum as a carrier for the tape.
There would be a small space between the end of the ROC and the carrier, and the tape
would bridge the gap and cover the bond pads on the ROC. This idea is illustrated in
Figure 63. This solution seems to be the most likely choice at the time of the writing
of this dissertation.
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6 b Production
6.1 Theory
Measurements of heavy flavor quark production at hadron colliders provide a good test
of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [61]. The leading order (LO) process for b quark
production at hadron colliders is flavor creation, where a bb̄ pair is produced by quark-
antiquark annihilation or gluon-gluon fusion. Since the final state is a two-body state,
the b quarks are usually produced back-to-back and with balanced pT.
At the LHC next to leading order (NLO) processes become important. In flavor
excitation, a bb̄ pair from the quark sea of one proton is excited into the final state,
after one of the quarks undergoes a hard scattering o! a parton from the other proton.
Because only one of the final quarks was involved in the hard scattering process, the b
quarks can be produced with asymmetric pT . In gluon splitting, a gluon in either the
initial or final state splits into a bb̄ pair. Neither quark is involved in the hard scattering,
and the bb̄ pair can be produced with a small angular separation. Figure 64 shows the
Feynmann diagrams for these processes. The small-x e!ects (x - mb/
#
s) are relevant
in the low-pT domain [62, 63], while multiple gluon radiation is more imporant at high
pT [64]. Measurements which help to discriminate e!ects in di!erent pT and " regions
are needed to test the calculations.
6.2 Monte Carlo Event Generators
The measurements are often compared with theoretical predictions. This is generally
done using Monte Carlo event generators, which allow an event-by-event prediction of
the QCD processes. The first step in the event generation is to calculate the matrix
element with pQCD. Next a parton shower algorithm is run to generate the secondary
partons, followed by a hadronization algorithm, which groups the partons into hadrons.
Two common codes for computing these predictions at next-to-leading order are the
Monte Carlo for FeMtobarn processes (MCFM) [65] and the Fixed Order plus Next-to-
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(a) Flavor creation (b) Flavor excitation
(c) Gluon splitting
Figure 64: Examples of the LO and NLO processes for heavy quark production at
hadron colliders. [11]
Leading Logarithm (FONLL) [66]. The MCFM code is a NLO calculation, while the
FONLL code is, as the name suggests, a NLO calculation including the resummation of
pT logarithms to next-to-leading order. Other common leading order event generators
are PYTHIA [67] and Herwig [68]. In PYTHIA and Herwig, the matrix elements are
calculated using leading-order pQCD. There are a few ways to extend the LO event
generators to include NLO corrections. MC@NLO is a package which combines the
LO Herwig event generator with NLO calculations of rates of QCD processes [69, 70].
POWHEG is a method for combining any LO parton-shower generators with NLO QCD
calculations [71].
The Monte Carlo sample used in the measurement presented in Chapter 7 was
produced using the PYTHIA6 generator. The matrix elements are computed in LO
pQCD, and the underlying event is simulated with the D6T tune [72]. The parton
shower algorithm uses a leading-logarithmic approximation for QCD radiation and a
string fragmentation model, implemented in JET-SET [73, 74]. The Lund symmetric
fragmentation function [75] is used for light quarks, and the Peterson fragmentation
function [76] for c and b quarks. The hadronic decay chain is also implemented by the
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JET-SET algorithm. The mass of the b-quark is set to 4.8 GeV/c2 [67, 6].
6.3 Other Measurements
There have been many measurements of the b cross section before, using various meth-
ods. In the following sections a few such measurements from di!erent experiments are
summarized, specifically from the Tevatron and early measurements from the LHC. The
full details for each measurement can be found in the corresponding references.
CDF, LHCb, and ATLAS have all published measurements which investigate the
same decay chain. The semileptonic decay of B hadrons is used, resulting in a muon and
a D0. The D0 may be produced directly, or a D"+ can be produced, which immediately
decays to a D0 and !+. This pion usually has a low pT, and is hereafter referred to as
the slow pion. The D0 is reconstructed using the decay D0 ! K!!+. A schematic of
an event is shown in Figure 65. CMS has published similar results, although in slightly
di!erent channels. In all measurements, charge conjugate states are also included.
Figure 65: Topology of B hadron event.
As each detector has a di!erent acceptance, it is necessary to ”unfold” the results
to compare across experiments. Unfolding is a technique to find a quantity which can
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not be directly measured, by measuring a similar quantity. Then by comparing the
two quantities in Monte Carlo simulations, a matrix can be found to transform the
measured quantity into the desired quantity. In the case of these measurements, the
desired quantity is the pT(Hb) distribution, where Hb is the b-hadron, but since the Hb
can not be fully reconstructed due to at least the missing neutrino, only the pT(µD0)
distribution can be measured.
6.3.1 CDF measurement of b hadron production cross section
The Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) collaboration at the Fermilab Tevatron made
a measurement of the b hadron (Hb) production cross section in pp̄ collisions at
#
s =
1.96 TeV [12]. The measurement uses an integrated luminosity of 83 pb!1 of data taken
with the CDF II detector. The detector consists of a charged particle tracker inside a
1.4 T solenoid magnet, calorimeters, and muon detectors.
In the reconstruction of an event, the kaon and pion candidate tracks are required
to originate from a displaced vertex which is consistent with the decay of a D0. To
include the decay D" ! D0!, D0 ! K!, the track of the slow pion is also required.
The branching ratios used in the measurement are B(Hb ! µ!D0X)"B(D0 ! K!!+)
for the µ!D0 mode and B(Hb ! µ!D"+X) " B(D"+ ! D0!+) " B(D0 ! K!!+) for
the µ!D"+ mode. The b hadron cross section is obtained by unfolding the measured
pT(µD0) distribution back to the pT(Hb) distribution. The di!erential cross section
is shown in Figure 66. The measured total cross section for b hadrons with pT >
9 GeV/c and |"| < 0.6 is shown in Equation 9, where 0.07(B) is the uncertainty from
the branching ratio.
$(pp̄ ! HbX) = 1.30± 0.05(stat)± 0.14(syst)± 0.07(B) µb (9)
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Figure 66: The unfolded b hadron di!erential cross section in pp̄ collisions for the CDF
measurements at
#
s = 1.96 TeV of Hb ! µD0X and Hb ! µD"X for pT (Hb) >
9 GeV/c and |y(Hb)| < 0.6 compared with predictions from FONLL theory [12].
6.3.2 LHCb
The LHCb detector was built as a forward spectrometer and is focused on measuring
CP violation and rare decays of b and c hadrons. The detector consists of tracking and
vertexing systems, calorimeters, and muon identification systems. The LHCb experi-
ment has measured the b-hadron production fractions for 2 < |"| < 5 [77] with 2011
data from a luminosity of 0.3 fb!1. Here the D0µ decay is separated into particular
b-hadron parents to measure the production fraction, but no cross section results are
given.
The LHCb experiment has also measured the pp ! bb̄X cross section at
#
s = 7
TeV in the 2 < |"| < 6 region using the b ! µD0X decay channel, where X can be
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anything [13]. The measurement uses a branching ratio of B(b ! D0Xµ!%̄)" B(D0 !
K!!+), where B(b ! D0Xµ!%̄) = (6.84 ± 0.35)% and B(D0 ! K!!+) = (3.89 ±
0.05)%. The collaboration used two independent data sets, collected at di!erent times.
The first is from the earliest period of data taking, when the rate was low enough to
accept all events with at least one reconstructed track. This sample is called “microbias”
and has an integrated luminosity L = 2.9 nb!1. The second sample, called “triggered,”
was collected using a trigger which selects events with at least one muon. The triggered
sample has an integrated luminosity L = 12.2 nb!1. The two samples are analyzed
separately and then the results are combined.
To select signal events the D0 is reconstructed by combining a kaon and pion can-
didate whose tracks are inconsistent with originating at the primary vertex, and are
consistent with coming from a common decay vertex. The D0 candidate is matched
with a muon track to select an event likely belonging to the decay chain of interest.
The cross section as a function of "(µD0) is shown in Figure 67. The comparison with
two theoretical calculations is also shown. Averaging the data from both the microbias
and triggered data sets and summing over "(µD0) in the range 2 < "(µD0) < 6, the
measured cross section is shown in Equation 10. The results are consistent with the the-
oretical calculations within the theoretical uncertainties for both FONLL and MCFM
(not shown in the plot) [13].
$(pp ! bb̄X) = (75.3± 5.4± 13.0) µb (10)
6.3.3 ATLAS
The ATLAS experiment at the LHC has also published a measurement of the pp ! bb̄X
cross section at
#
s = 7 TeV [14]. The ATLAS detector is a general purpose high
energy physics collider detector, similar to CMS, with tracking and vertexing detectors,
calorimeters, and muon identification systems covering almost the full solid angle around
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Figure 67: LHCb measurement of $(pp ! HbX) as a function of "(µD0) [13] for the
microbias (") and triggered (•) samples, shown displaced from the bin center and the
average (+). In both data sets, pT (K,!) > 300 MeV is required. The muon pT is
required to be at least 500 MeV for the microbias dataset and at least 1.3 GeV for the
triggered dataset. The data are shown as points with error bars, the MCFM prediction
as a dashed line, and the FONLL prediction as a thick solid line. The thin upper
and lower lines indicate the theoretical uncertainties on the FONLL prediction. The
systematic uncertainties in the data are not included.
the collision point.
The data were taken during 2010 using a single muon trigger with pT > 6 GeV. The
total integrated luminosity of the data is 3.3 pb!1. The measurement uses the decay
b ! D"+µ!X,D"+ ! D0!+, D0 ! K!!+. To reconstruct the events, all pairs of
opposite charge tracks are fit together to reconstruct the D0 , assigning each track the
kaon or pion mass. The D0 is then extrapolated back and fit with another track with
charge opposite to the one of the candidate kaon, which is assigned the pion mass, to
reconstruct the D". The D" candidate is fit with a muon to form the b-hadron vertex.
The number of candidates is found by fitting the distribution of the di!erence between
the mass of the D" candidate and the D0 candidate with a modified Gaussian.
The result is unfolded to get the di!erential cross section as a function of the pT and
|"| of the b-hadron, shown in Figure 68. An acceptance correction is applied to obtain
the integrated b-hadron cross section for pT (Hb) > 9 GeV and |"(Hb)| < 2.5, shown in
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Equation 11. Here ) denotes the uncertainty due to the acceptance correction, B is the
uncertainty due to the branching ratio, and L is the uncertainty due to the luminosity
measurement.
$(pp ! bb̄X) = 32.7± 0.8(stat.)± 3.1(syst.)+2.1
!5.6())± 2.3(B)± 1.1(L) µb (11)
Figure 68: ATLAS measurement of $(pp ! HbX) unfolded and as a function of pT (Hb)
(left) and |"(Hb)| (right) for pT (Hb) > 9 GeV/c and |"(Hb)| < 2.5, compared with
theoretical predictions. The inner error bars are the statistical uncertainties, and the
outer error bars are the statistical plus total systematic uncertainties [14].
6.3.4 CMS
There have been previous measurements of the bb̄ cross section with the CMS detector.
A measurement of the b-fraction for
#
s = 7 TeV of a sample of muon events exploiting
the transverse momentum of the muon with respect to the jet axis (prelT ) [6, 78] for
pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c and |"(µ)| < 2.1 showed that this inclusive cross section fell below the
predictions of PYTHIA [67], especially for the lower pT (µ) region, but above those for
MCNLO [69, 70], shown in Figure 69. The error in this analysis was dominated by the
systematic error which included a large contribution from the prelT template uncertainty.
A measurement of the correlated bb̄ cross section measured with di-muons [79] also found
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that the cross section was between PYTHIA and MCNLO. Here, templates for the
transverse impact parameter of the muon with respect to the primary vertex (dxy) were
used to determine the flavor composition in the fit and the largest systematic uncertainty
(- 8.3%) was from the trigger e"ciency. Each of these muon analyses uses the direction
of the muon as the estimate for the direction of the b$hadron. There have also been
measurements of the inclusive b-jet production using jets with pjetT > 18 GeV/c [80].
Here, MCNLO described the overall fraction of b-jets well, but there were di!erences
found in the pjetT and y
jet distributions with the dominant systematic uncertainty coming
from the b-tagging e"ciency (20%).
Figure 69: CMS measurement of $(bb̄ ! µX) for pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c and |"(µ)| <
2.1, as a function of pT (left) and |"| (right), compared with theoretical predictions.
The PYTHIA predictions, shown in green, overestimate the cross section, while the
MC@NLO predictions, shown in red, underestimate the cross section [6].
Figure 70 shows a comparison of di!erent generators for the cross section of bb̄ !
µX to show the spread between di!erent generators. Both the Herwig and PYTHIA
predictions use POWHEG to combine with NLO calculations. PYTHIA tends to predict
higher b-production cross sections than FONLL, while Herwig predictions are lower.
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Figure 70: Comparison of the bb̄ ! µX cross section as a function of muon pT for
various Monte Carlo event generators with the expected cross section for FONLL. The
CMS data are also superimposed [15].
6.4 Summary
The large b production cross section at the LHC makes it a good opportunity to study
how well pQCD describes reality. In addition it is an important background to new
physics searches, so it is essential that the cross section is well understood.
Both the ATLAS and LHCb experiments have published similar measurements to
the one presented in Chapter 7. CMS has also published bb̄ cross section measurements,
but so far not in the B ! µD0X,D0 ! K! channel. The CMS measurements showed
that the LO PYTHIA predictions are too high, especially in the lower pT (µ) region.
Combining PYTHIA with POWHEG to add NLO e!ects brings the prediction down, in
better agreement with the data and with the predictions from other Monte Carlo event
generators. The ATLAS results are just in agreement with the POWHEG+PYTHIA
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predictions within the errors. The LHCb results are consistent with FONLL predictions.
To compare results between experiments, the cross sections must be unfolded to
account for di!erences in acceptance. It is however di"cult to compare between LHCb
and the two general-purpose experiments, because the overlapping region in " is small,
and ATLAS and CMS su!er from low e"ciencies. The goals of this analysis are to
provide a cross section measurement at the LHC at relatively low muon pT , to provide
a complimentary measurement to the LHCb measurement for " < 2, and to provide a
potential direct comparison between CMS and LHCb.
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7 bb̄ Cross Section Measurement
7.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a measurement of the bb̄ cross section at
#
s = 7 TeV using the
decay channel b ! µ!D0X. Charge conjugate states are included. The di!erential cross
section is measured for pµD
0
T > 6 GeV/c and |"µD0 | < 2.4. Cross section measurements
from this decay channel provide a complimentary measurement to both the inclusive
muon and b-jet results. The direction of the b-hadron is better measured with the
addition of a D0 compared to those using only the muon direction, although we present
the di!erential cross section as a function of pT (D0µ) and "(D0µ) and not the b-hadron
direction. The low pT region helps to constrain predictions at small-x compared to the
CMS inclusive b-jet production results. Results from |"| > 2 are presented in order to
compare to those measured by LHCb.
The data were recorded with the CMS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider
(CERN) in 2010 using unprescaled single muon triggers corresponding to a total lumi-
nosity of 24 pb!1. One goal of this analysis is to provide information on the di!erential
cross section for low pT values (> 6 GeV/c) and " values greater than 2.1.
7.2 Data and Monte Carlo Samples
The data used in this analysis were obtained during the 2010 data taking period using
two single muon triggers, HLT Mu5 (pT (µ) > 5 GeV/c) and HLT Mu15 v1 (pT (µ) > 15
GeV/c). The single muon trigger HLT Mu5 (pT > 5 GeV/c) was prescaled early into
the 2010 data taking, so in addition the HLT Mu15 (pT > 15 GeV/c) trigger is used to
obtain more statistics for the higher pT b-hadron region. Only runs where the trigger was
unprescaled were used. The valid runs were specified using a JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation) file, which is a standard file format used to represent data structures in a
human-readable form. A run is considered good and valid for analysis when all detector
components are working fine and correctly calibrated and used in the reconstruction.
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Table 3: 2010 Data samples used for the analysis.
Trigger Data set Runs L [pb!1]
HLT Mu5 Mu/Run2010A-Dec22ReReco v1 136035-141952 0.203
HLT Mu15 v1 Mu/Run2010B-Dec22ReReco v1 147196-149294 23.9
The JSON file used is
Cert 136033-149442 7TeV Dec22ReReco Collisions10 JSON v3.
The muon secondary datasets were used, and a summary of the datasets, runs, and
integrated luminosity can be found in Table 3. The luminosity was calculated with
the LumiCalc.py script by summing the luminosity for each run where the relevant
single-muon trigger was used and not prescaled, as measured by the HF detector. The
data have been analyzed within the CMSSW 3 9 7 version of the CMS software and the
analysis code is available at CMSSW/UserCode/JSibille.
The Monte Carlo sample used is a muon enriched sample with multijet final states
produced using Pythia6 [67],
/QCD MuPt5EtaFilter 7TeV-pythia6/Fall10-START38 V12-v1.
A generator level filter requires a muon with pT > 5 GeV/c and |"| < 2.5. Multiple
proton collisions per event, commonly called pileup, were not included in the simulation.
A total of 107 events is contained in this sample, with a luminosity of 1.23 pb!1. The
samples have been produced with the full CMSSW simulation.
7.3 Event Selection
We look for events where a b-hadron decays to a muon, a D0 , and anything else. One
example of an event is shown in Figure 71.
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Figure 71: Example of a B ! µD0X decay. The B travels from the primary vertex
(PV) shown by the dotted line then decays at the black circle shown.
In the Monte Carlo sample, events can be tagged as either signal or background by
looking at the generator level information. An event is tagged as signal if it contains a
muon, kaon, and a pion, where the kaon and pion are the only decay products of a D0 ,
which shares a b-hadron mother with the muon. Events where the muon does not come
directly from the b-hadron are considered background. The D0 may first go through a
D". Any event which does not satisfy these criteria is considered a background event.
Backgrounds can come from the following sources:
1. Fake muons
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2. Misassignment of the kaon and pion tracks
3. Real kaons and real pions that are not from a D0 decay
4. Real muons and real D0 decays that do not originate from a b-hadron decay
5. Real muons and real D0 decays that originate from di!erent b’s
The di!erent sources of backgrounds are shown in Figure 72.
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Figure 72: D0 candidate invariant mass distribution before cuts showing di!erent
sources of background in Monte Carlo.
We require tight tracking and muon selection to reduce the amount of background
from the first three sources. To select candidate events we fit the kaon and pion tracks to
a common displaced vertex to form a D0 candidate, which further reduces background
from the second and third sources. The D0 candidate and the muon track are fit to
another common displaced vertex to form a B candidate, thus cutting down background
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from the fourth source. The KinematicParticleVertexFitter [81] is used to create a
kinematic particle from the daughter particles. A skim is run to extract interesting
events before the full analysis (selection) cuts are applied to enhance the b-hadron
signature sensitivity. We separate the events into the correct sign combinations (whhere
the muons and kaons have the same charge) and wrong sign combinations. After the
selection cuts with the correct charge assignments, we find only D0 candidates from the
signal should be present as a resonance in the invariant K!!+ mass spectrum (charge
conjugate states are included), which is fit to extract the signal.
7.3.1 Acceptance and Quality Cuts
A first set of cuts is made in order to assure the quality of the selected events. Events
with no more than 1000 tracks are chosen. For the muon, kaon, and pion tracks
we require hits in at least 2 pixel layers to ensure that only good quality tracks are
used. Additionally, we require at least 10 tracker hits (pixels plus strips) for the muon
track, and at least 5 tracker hits for the kaon and the pion tracks. Muons satisfy the
GlobalMuonPromptTight criteria [82]. The muon, kaon, and pion tracks must have
|"| < 2.4. The muon is required to have pT > 5 GeV/c, while the kaon and pion are
required to have pT > 0.5 GeV/c. Figure 73 shows the pT and " distributions for
the muon candidates in Monte Carlo events and the 2010A data, while Figure 74 shows
these distributions for the kaon/pion track candidates. The kaon candidate and the pion
candidate must have opposite charges, but there are no explicit particle identification
cuts placed on either of them.
Cuts of #R(µK) & 1.5 and #R(µ!) & 1.5 are made to increase the probability
that the muon, kaon, and pion come from a b-hadron. Here, #R =
%
#(2 +#"2.
The distributions for #R are shown for signal and background Monte Carlo events in
Figure 75. The kaon candidate track and the pion candidate track form a D0 candidate
which is required to have an invariant mass (using the particle data group (PDG)
masses for each of the kaon and pion) within 0.3 GeV/c2 of the mass of the D0 (1.8646
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Figure 73: Distributions of pT (left) and " (right) for tracks identified as tight muons
shown after the track quality cuts for Monte Carlo events (filled histogram) and 2010A
data events (points). The Monte Carlo is normalized to the Run A luminosity.
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Figure 74: Distributions of pT (left) and " (right) for kaon/pion tracks shown after
the track quality cuts for Monte Carlo events (filled histogram) and 2010A data events
(points). The Monte Carlo is normalized to the run A luminosity.
GeV/c2) [83]. This “D0 ” mass distribution after the skim cuts for both the 2010A and
2010B datasets is shown in Figure 76, and for Monte Carlo events in Figure 77. We also
require that the vertex probability for both the D0 and B candidates is greater than
0.01, to eliminate cases where the vertex fit fails.
The masses of the B± and B0 mesons are 5.28 GeV/c2 [83], so we require that the
invariant mass of the µD0 candidate is less than 5 GeV/c2. Since we do not reconstruct
any other possible daughters of the B meson there is no minimum requirement on
the µD0 invariant mass. The µD0 candidate invariant mass distribution is shown in
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Figure 75: Distributions of #R(µ,K) (left) and #R(µ,!) (right) after skim cuts for
tagged signal (red) and background (black) Monte Carlo events. The distributions are
normalized to unit area.
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Figure 76: The K!!+ invariant mass distribution for the 2010A dataset (left) and
2010B dataset (right) after the acceptance and quality cuts.
Figure 78 for signal and background Monte Carlo events.
In summary, the following cuts are made for acceptance and track quality.
1. The primary vertex must have a longitudinal impact parameter less than 24 cm.
2. All tracks must have |"| < 2.4.
3. The muon and kaon are required to have #R(µ,K) & 1.5.
4. The muon and pion are required to have #R(µ,!) & 1.5.
5. The muon track must have pT > 5 GeV/c.
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Figure 77: The K!!+ invariant mass distribution for tagged signal (red) and back-
ground (black) Monte Carlo events after the acceptance and quality cuts. The distri-
butions are normalized to unit area.
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Figure 78: The µD0 invariant mass distribution for tagged signal (red) and background
(black) Monte Carlo events after the acceptance cuts. The distributions are normalized
to unit area.
6. The kaon and pion candidate tracks are required to have pT > 0.5 GeV/c.
7. The mass of the D0µ must be less than 5 GeV/c2.
8. The D0 vertex probability must be greater than 0.01.
9. The B vertex probability must be greater than 0.01.
Table 4 shows the cuts which are made for acceptance and track quality cuts. There
are 49K signal candidates and 515M background candidates in the Monte Carlo before
the acceptance cuts.
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Table 4: Variables used for acceptance and quality cuts and their cut values. The
Signal E! and BG MC E! columns show the e"ciencies of the truth matched signal
and background events, respectively, after each cut.
Variable Cut Value Signal E! BG MC E!
PV long. IP < 24 cm 1 - 1
Track quality see text 0.88 0.65
pT (µ) . 5 GeV/c 1 1
|"(µ)| < 2.4 1 1
pT (K,!) . 0.7 GeV/c 0.83 0.32
|"(K,!)| < 2.4 0.97 0.97
#R(µK, µ!) < 1.5 0.98 0.46
µD0 mass < 5 GeV/c2 0.99 0.29
Vertex prob. > 0.01
ALL quality cuts 0.70 0.04
7.3.2 Selection Cut Variables
In order to avoid the trigger turn-on region, the cut on the muon pT is raised 1 GeV/c
above the trigger pT value (6 GeV/c for the HLT Mu5-triggered data, and 16 GeV/c
for the HLT Mu15 v1-triggered data). Additional cuts are added at the analysis level
including event cuts, D0 candidate cuts, and b-hadron candidate cuts. We consider
using the following variables, which are described in the following sections, for the event
selection after the quality cuts have been made:
1. D0 doca
2. B doca
3. D0 3D flight distance
4. B 3D flight distance
5. muon signed transverse impact parameter
6. xb
7. D0 pointing angle
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8. B pointing angle
D0 and B doca From the KinematicVertexParticleFitter, the distance of closest ap-
proach (doca) for each of the D0 and b-hadron candidates can be found. The doca is
defined to be the distance between two tracks at their point of closest approach. Fig-
ure 79 shows how the doca is defined for the D0 vertex. Figure 80 shows the signal and
data distributions of the doca for the D0 and b-hadron candidates.
Figure 79: Definition of the distance of closest approach (doca).
D0 and B 3D Flight Distance Significance The 3D flight distance significance
can also be found for each of the D0 and b-hadron candidates from the KinematicVert-
exParticleFitter. Figure 81 shows the distribution of the 3D flight distance for the D0
and b-hadron candidates.
Muon Signed Transverse Impact Parameter The muon signed transverse impact
parameter can be determined as the distance of closest approach of the muon track to
the primary vertex, with the sign determined by the angle between a line connecting
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Figure 80: Distributions of the D0 (left) and b-hadron (right) candidate doca (right)
after all other selection cuts for tagged signal (red) and background (black) Monte Carlo
events. The distributions are normalized to unit area.
the primary vertex with the point of closest approach and a reference direction, which
is the direction of the D0 candidate. This is shown in Figure 82. The signed muon
transverse impact distributions found for signal and data are shown in Figure 83. As
one can see, the distribution is symmetric for the background case, and is asymmetric
in the case of the signal. This indicates that the muon came from a long-lived particle,
which is more likely to have a positive signed impact parameter.
xb Variable We make a requirement on the isolation of the µD0 candidate using the
variable xb, which is the pT of the b-hadron candidate divided by the sum of the pT
of all other tracks (with pT > 0.5 GeV/c) within a cone of #R less than 1 around the
b-hadron candidate. Mathematically this is defined as
xb =
pT(µD0)
'
!R(µD0,X)<1 pT(X)
(12)
Signal candidates will tend to have larger values in this variable as can be seen by the
distributions shown in Figure 84.
Since the xb variable is a measure of the isolation of the B candidate, it depends
on the fragmentation and on the underlying event. In addition, since the B is not fully
reconstructed, this variable is blurred. The distributions of the xb variable in data and
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Figure 81: Distribution of 3D flight distance significance for the D0 (left) and b-hadron
(right) candidates after the acceptance cuts for tagged signal Monte Carlo events (red)
and tagged background MC events (black). The distributions are normalized to unit
area.
Monte Carlo events are shown in Figure 85. The distributions are similar but do not
agree.
D0 and B Pointing Angle We define the pointing angle as the angle between the
flight direction and the momentum of the particle, as shown in Figure 86. If the decay
could be completely reconstructed, this angle should be zero. The distributions of the
pointing angle for both the D0 and b-hadron candidates are shown in Figure 87. The
signal distribution has a peak at zero, while in the background distribution there is a
peak at zero and also at - !.
7.3.3 Cut Optimization
The pointing angle must be considered together with the flight distance of the particle
concerned: as the flight distance goes to zero, the pointing angle becomes a random
number. Since the pointing angle and flight distance must be considered together,
we first make the cuts on these variables. The 3D flight distances of the B and D0
candidates are required to be greater than 0.01 cm to eliminate the cases where the
pointing angle is meaningless.
To choose which of the remaining variables are useful and what the best cut value
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Figure 82: Definition of the muon signed transverse impact parameter.
is we optimize the significance of each variable. The significance is defined as S/
#
B,
where S is the number of tagged signal Monte Carlo events passing the cut, and B is
the number of background Monte Carlo events passing the cut. The direction of the
cut is based on looking at the distributions of the signal and background Monte Carlo
events for each variable, and choosing it such that more signal than background events
pass the cut. Specifically, for the µ signed transverse impact parameter, D0 and B
flight distance significance, and xb, the event is defined as passing the cut if the value
is greater than the cut value. For the D0 and B doca and pointing angle, the event is
defined as passing the cut if the value is less than the cut value.
A subset of the Monte Carlo events is used for the cut tuning. We start with a subset
of 1M candidates after the quality cuts, with 1439 of those being true signal. After the
cuts on the distance and pointing angle variables, there were 324028 total candidates
(1105 signal candidates and 322923 background candidates).
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Figure 83: Distribution of muon signed impact parameter shown after the acceptance
cuts for tagged signal Monte Carlo events (red) and tagged background MC events
(black). The distributions are normalized to unit area.
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Figure 84: Distributions of xb after all acceptance cuts for tagged signal Monte Carlo
events (red) and background MC events (black). The distributions are normalized to
unit area.
We use a sequential procedure to tune the cuts. For the first pass, we look at the
significance distribution for each of the variables under consideration. We choose the
variable with the highest significance as the first variable to use as a selection cut.
The value is determined by finding the maximum of the significance distribution. The
distributions for the first pass are shown in Figure 88.
From these distributions we determine that the xb variable has the best significance
after the acceptance cuts, and the significance is maximum at a cut value of 0.7. For
the second pass, we require xb > 0.7 and repeat the procedure for all other variables.
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Figure 85: Distributions of xb for Monte Carlo events (red), Monte Carlo events with
pT(µ) > 15 GeV/c (purple), Run A data events (black), and Run B data events (blue).
The distributions are normalized to unit area.
The distributions for the second pass are shown in Figure 89.
After the second pass we determine that the B doca shows the best significance. The
maximum is at a cut value of 0.007. For the third pass, we repeat the procedure, re-
quiring that both xb > 0.7 and the B doca < 0.007. The distributions for the remaining
variables after the third pass are shown in Figure 90.
The D0 doca shows the best discrimination between signal and background after
the third pass. The significance is at its maximum at a cut value of 0.015. For the
fourth pass, we require xb > 0.7, the B doca < 0.007, and the D0 doca < 0.015. The
distribution for the muon transverse impact parameter after the fourth is shown in
Figure 91.
The muon transverse impact parameter does not give any significant discrimination
between signal and background except in the right tail of the distribution. This would
severely reduce the statistics, and so it does not make sense to use a cut on this variable.
Finally, for the event selection we require:
1. xb greater than 0.7
2. B doca less than 0.007
3. D0 doca less than 0.015
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Figure 86: Diagram of the pointing angle.
The cut optimization procedure was repeated, choosing a di!erent variable for the
first cut, to show that the order of variables does not bias the final results. The results
of this are shown in Appendix E.
Due to the di!erence in the xb variable distributions between Monte Carlo simula-
tions and data, a less stringent cut on this variable is used in the final analysis. Since
the order of choosing the cut values does not matter, the adjustment of this cut value
does not a!ect the cuts on the other variables. The final cut value on the xb variable is
0.6.
The cut flow and e"ciency are shown in Table 5 for the HLT Mu5-triggered data,
and in Table 6 for the HLT Mu15 v1-triggered data.
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Figure 87: Distributions of the b-hadron (left) and D0 (right) candidate pointing angle
after the acceptance cuts for tagged signal (red) and background (black) Monte Carlo
events. The distributions are normalized to unit area.
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Figure 88: Distributions of S/
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B after the quality cuts.
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Figure 89: Distributions of S/
#
B after the quality cuts, and xb > 0.7.
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Figure 90: Distributions of S/
#
B after the acceptance cuts, xb > 0.7, and B doca
< 0.007.
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(a) µ signed transverse impact parameter
Figure 91: Distribution of S/
#
B for the muon transverse impact parameter after the
acceptance cuts, xb > 0.7, B doca < 0.007, and D0 doca < 0.015.
Table 5: Selection cut e"ciencies in bins of pT(µD0) using Monte Carlo events with
pT(µ) > 5 GeV and |"(µ)| < 2.4.
Bin Total Passing E!
6 & pT < 11 13413 1269 0.095 ± 0.003
11 & pT < 16 12851 4008 0.312 ± 0.005
16 & pT < 20 4227 1994 0.47 ± 0.01
20 & pT < 30 3145 1771 0.56 ± 0.01
30 & pT < 50 768 511 0.67 ± 0.03
50 & pT < 80 79 57 0.72 ± 0.10
0 & |"| < 0.9 17333 4684 0.270 ± 0.004
0.9 & |"| < 1.5 9569 2673 0.279 ± 0.005
1.5 & |"| < 2.1 6701 1982 0.296 ± 0.007
2.1 & |"| < 2.4 894 279 0.31 ± 0.02
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Table 6: Selection cut e"ciencies in bins of pT(µD0) using Monte Carlo events with
pT(µ) > 15 GeV and |"(µ)| < 2.4.
Bin Total Passing E!
16 & pT < 20 35 0 0
20 & pT < 30 646 231 0.36 ± 0.02
30 & pT < 50 442 262 0.59 ± 0.04
50 & pT < 80 58 39 0.67 ± 0.11
0 & |"| < 0.9 637 275 0.43 ± 0.03
0.9 & |"| < 1.5 281 129 0.46 ± 0.04
1.5 & |"| < 2.1 229 113 0.49 ± 0.05
2.1 & |"| < 2.4 42 23 0.55 ± 0.11
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7.4 E"ciencies
The e"ciency can be broken into three parts: the tracking and reconstruction e"ciency
(#rec), the trigger e"ciency (#trig), and the cut e"ciency (#cut). The formula is given in
Equation 13. Each of these parts is described separately in the following sections. The
e"ciency is calculated in bins of the pT and " of the µD0.
# = #rec · #cut · #trig (13)
The tracking and reconstruction e"ciency and the cut e"ciency can be found using
Monte Carlo. One method is to apply the full analysis procedure to the Monte Carlo
and fit the K! invariant mass distributions to find the number of µD0 candidates. The
fits are shown in Figures 92 and 93, and Figures 94 and 95 for bins of pT (µ) and |"(µ)|,
respectively.
The distributions are fit with a double Gaussian function plus a linear background,
shown in Equation 14. The Gaussians are required to have the same center, described
by parameter p2. Parameters p0 and p1 describe the linear background, parameters p3
and p4 describe the amplitudes of the Gaussians, and parameters p5 and p6 describe
the widths of the Gaussians. The fits are done using binned likelihood fits, in order to
sensibly model the background in low statistics bins. The minimization is done with
the MINUIT package [84] in ROOT [85]. For variables with a Gaussian distribution,
the likelihood is related to the ,2, as shown in Equation 15. The likelihood fits provide
a ,2 value which can be used as an approximate goodness-of-fit estimate.
y = p0 + p1 · x+ p3e
!1
2
!
x!p2
p5
"2
+ p4e
!1
2
!
x!p2
p6
"2
(14)
,2 , $2 lnL (15)
The number of D0 candidates can be calculated from the fit parameters according
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to Equation 16, where p3 and p4 are the amplitudes of the double Gaussian, p5 and p6
are the standard deviations of the double Gaussian, and #m is the bin size of the K!
invariant mass distribution.
N(D0) =
#
2!
#m
(p3p5 + p4p6) (16)
The e"ciency is defined as the number of D0 candidates from the fit divided by the
number of signal events generated in the acceptance. The e"ciency for the tracking,
reconstruction, and event selection is shown in Figures 96 and 97.
Due to the low statistics, the e"ciencies have very large errors in some bins. This
contributes a large systematic uncertainty to the final result. Another method to find
the e"ciencies is to use the tagged Monte Carlo. A potential problem with this method
would be if there was a significant fraction of signal events which are not in the mass
peak, or if there is a peak in the background in the peak region. In addition, the
tagging in Monte Carlo is not 100% e"cient. Sometimes the reconstructed tracks can
not be matched to the generator level particles. In the event that these e!ects would
be significant, it would be necessary to use the fit method. These are not expected to
be significant e!ects, so the tagged Monte Carlo e"ciencies are used in this analysis.
For more details, and plots of the di!erent backgrounds at each step of the selection
procedure, separated into categories, see Appendix D.
The e"ciency found from the tagged Monte Carlo compared with the e"ciency found
from the Monte Carlo fits is shown in Figure 98 as a function of pT , and in Figure 99 as
a function of |"|. The e"ciencies are completely consistent with each other. Therefore
the e"ciencies from the tagged Monte Carlo are used, since they contribute much less
to the systematic uncertainty. The total reconstruction and selection e"ciencies are
shown in Table 7.
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Table 7: The reconstruction and selection e"ciency (#rec · #cut) in each pT (µD0) and
|"(µD0)| bin. The E!5 column is using Monte Carlo events with pT (µ) > 5 GeV, and
the E!15 column is using Monte Carlo events with pT (µ) > 15 GeV. In both cases
|"(µ)| < 2.4 is required.
Bin E!5 E!15
6 & pT < 11 0.042 ± 0.001 –
11 & pT < 16 0.21 ± 0.003 –
16 & pT < 20 0.35 ± 0.008 –
20 & pT < 30 0.43 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.02
30 & pT < 50 0.51 ± 0.02 0.47 ± 0.03
50 & pT < 80 0.48 ± 0.06 0.44 ± 0.07
0 & |"| < 0.9 0.17 ± 0.002 0.33 ± 0.02
0.9 & |"| < 1.5 0.16 ± 0.003 0.30 ± 0.03
1.5 & |"| < 2.1 0.14 ± 0.003 0.32 ± 0.03
2.1 & |"| < 2.4 0.07 ± 0.004 0.21 ± 0.04
7.4.1 Trigger E"ciency
The muon trigger which is used to select the data is not 100% e"cient, so in order to
determine how many events were produced, the observed events must be corrected for
the trigger e"ciency. Since it is a muon trigger, the trigger e"ciency depends on the
pT and " of the muon. The Monte Carlo does not require a trigger to select the events,
so no correction for the trigger e"ciency is required.
The trigger e"ciencies are calculated using independently triggered data sets: an
electron-triggered data set for the HLT Mu5 trigger, and a jet-triggered data set for the
HLT Mu15 v1 trigger. The data sets used are listed in Table 8. The method is described
in detail in [86]. The e"ciency is calculated by looking at muons which are reconstructed
o&ine, and then matching them to the HLT muons. The muons are matched to the
HLT muons by searching within a cone of #R < 0.5. The muons are required to satisfy
the GlobalMuonPromptTight criteria. In order to reduce the possibility of mismatching,
the events are required to have only one reconstructed muon.
In order to further reduce background from pion and kaon decays, as well as from
punch-through hadrons, the muons are chosen to come from semileptonic heavy flavor
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Table 8: 2010 Data samples used for the trigger e"ciency calculation.
Trigger Data set
HLT Mu5 EG/Run2010A-Nov4ReReco v1/AOD
HLT Mu15 v1 /Jet/Run2010B-Dec22ReReco v1/AOD
decays by selecting muons in b-tagged jets. The trigger e"ciencies for muons in b-tagged
jets are generally lower than for isolated muons due to the density of tracks. As this
analysis uses muons coming from semileptonic b decays, this method is particularly
appropriate.
The e"ciencies, in bins of pT (µ) and |"(µ)|, are shown in Figures 100 and 101 for
the HLT Mu5 trigger, and in Figures 102 and 103 for the HLT Mu15 v1 trigger.
Since we ultimately want to measure the cross section as a function of the pT and "
of the µD0 candidate, the trigger e"ciency can not be simply multiplied with the other
e"ciencies. In addition, the two data sets use di!erent triggers, so we must correct
for the trigger e"ciencies in order to compare results between the two data sets. We
therefore apply a weighting of 1#trig to the data in the K! invariant mass distribution
before fitting. The Monte Carlo does not need to be corrected for trigger e"ciency. The
e!ect of the trigger e"ciency weighting can be seen in Figure 104.
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Figure 92: D0 mass distributions in bins of pT (µD0 ) (GeV/c) for Monte Carlo events
with |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4, pT(µ) > 6 GeV/c, and pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c. The distributions
are fit with a linear background plus a double Gaussian signal.
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Figure 93: D0 mass distributions in bins of pT (µD0 ) (GeV/c) for Monte Carlo events
with pT (µ) > 16 GeV/c, pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c, and |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4. The distribu-
tions are fit with a linear background plus a double Gaussian signal.
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Figure 94: D0 mass distributions in bins of |"(µD0)| for Monte Carlo events with pT
(µ) > 6 GeV/c and pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c. The distributions are fit with a linear
background plus a double Gaussian signal.
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Figure 95: D0 mass distributions in bins of |"(µD0)| for Monte Carlo events with pT
(µ) > 16 GeV/c and pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c. The distributions are fit with a linear
background plus a double Gaussian signal.
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Figure 96: The tracking, reconstruction, and event selection e"ciency (#rec · #cut) for
Run A (left) and Run B (right) as a function of pT (µD0) with |"(µ)| < 2.4.
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Figure 97: The tracking, reconstruction, and event selection e"ciency (#rec · #cut) for
Run A (left) and Run B (right) as a function of |"(µD0)| with pT (µD0) > 6 GeV/c for
Run A and pT (µD0) > 16 GeV/c for Run B.
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Figure 98: The tracking, reconstruction, and event selection e"ciency (#rec · #cut) for
Run A (left) and Run B (right) as a function of pT (µD0) with |"(µ)| < 2.4.
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Figure 99: The tracking, reconstruction, and event selection e"ciency (#rec · #cut) for
Run A (left) and Run B (right) as a function of |"(µD0)| with pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c.
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(a) |!(µ)| < 2.4 (b) |!(µ)| < 0.9
(c) 0.9 < |!(µ)| < 2.1
Figure 100: HLT Mu5 trigger e"ciency in bins of pT (µ) (GeV/c)
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Figure 101: HLT Mu5 trigger e"ciency in bins of |"(µ)|
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(a) |!(µ)| < 2.4 (b) |!(µ)| < 0.9
(c) 0.9 < |!(µ)| < 2.1
Figure 102: HLT Mu15 v1 trigger e"ciency in bins of pT (µ) (GeV/c)
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Figure 103: HLT Mu15 v1 trigger e"ciency in bins of |"(µ)|
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Figure 104: The K! invariant mass distribution before and after the trigger e"ciency
weighting for Run A (left) and Run B (right).
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7.5 D0 Mass Fits
Similarly to what was already described for the Monte Carlo, the number of µD0 candi-
dates in data is found by fitting the K! invariant mass distribution. The distribution is
fit with the double Gaussian function plus a linear background, shown in Equation 14,
and the number of D0 candidates is found from Equation 16. As before, binned likeli-
hood fits are used, and the related ,2 value is shown to have an idea of the goodness-
of-fit. In the Run A dataset, the higher pT bins, which overlap with the Run B dataset,
have low statistics. In these bins the widths, peak position, and ratio of amplitudes are
fixed to those from the equivalent bin in the Run B dataset.
Figure 105 shows the D! invariant mass distribution in the data compared to the
Monte Carlo, and shows that the means and the widths of the distributions agree be-
tween data and Monte Carlo. The fits are tuned on the Monte Carlo mass distributions
in order to fix the Gaussian widths. The mass distributions for the data are fit, with the
widths fixed to the values from the Monte Carlo fits. The distribution for pT (µ) > 6
GeV/c and |"(µ)| < 2.4 with the correct charge correlation is shown in Figure 106 before
applying the trigger e"ciency weighting to the data, and in Figure 107 after the trigger
e"ciency weighting of the data.
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Figure 105: K! invariant mass distribution for pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c, and
|"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4, pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c for Run A and Monte Carlo (left), and with
pT (µ) > 16 GeV/c for Run B and Monte Carlo (right). The data events are weighted
by the trigger e"ciency. The Monte Carlo is scaled to the luminosity of the data.
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Figure 106: D0 mass distribution for pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c for Run A (left), pT (µ) > 16
GeV/c for Run B (right), pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c, and |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4, before weighting
the data events by the trigger e"ciency.
The trigger e"ciency weighting corrects the data upward to find the number of
D0 candidates that were produced. Table 9 compares the number of D0 candidates
found by fitting the invariant mass distributions before and after the trigger e"ciency
weighting, as well as the ratio of the unweighted to weighted data. The ratio is used
as a cross check that the trigger e"ciency weighting is working correctly. The ratios
are 0.85± 0.18 for Run A and 0.87± 0.07 for Run B, which are in agreement with the
measured trigger e"ciencies (see Figures 100 and 102). The Monte Carlo was produced
with a trigger e"ciency of 100%, so does not need to be weighted to correct for the
trigger e"ciency.
Table 9: The number of D0 candidates in each dataset before and after the trigger
e"ciency weighting, as well as the ratio of unweighted to weighted data. All datasets
have at least pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c, pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c, and |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4. The
uncertainty is the uncertainty from the fit.
Dataset Before Weighting After Weighting Ratio
Run A 629 ± 77 738 ± 98 0.852 ± 0.009
Run B 5692 ± 280 6556 ± 288 0.868 ± 0.005
The distributions and fits for each pT (µD0) bin are shown in Figures 108 and 109,
and for each |"(µ)| bin in Figures 110 and 111.
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Figure 107: D0 mass distribution for pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c for Run A (left), pT (µ) > 16
GeV/c for Run B (right), pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c, and |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4, after weighting
the data events by the trigger e"ciency.
The number of D0 candidates for data and Monte Carlo in each bin are listed in
Table 10.
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Figure 108: D0 mass distributions in bins of pT (GeV/c) for the 2010A dataset with pT
(µ) > 6 GeV/c, pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c and |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4, weighted by the trigger
e"ciency.
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Figure 109: D0 mass distributions in bins of pT (GeV/c) for the 2010B dataset with pT
(µ) > 16 GeV/c, pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c and |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4, weighted by the trigger
e"ciency.
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Figure 110: D0 mass distributions in bins of |"| for the 2010A dataset with pT (µ) > 6
GeV/c and pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c, weighted by the trigger e"ciency.
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Figure 111: D0 mass distributions in bins of |"| for the 2010B dataset with pT (µ) > 16
GeV/c and pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c, weighted by the trigger e"ciency.
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Table 10: The number of D0 candidates in each bin. For the 2010A and 2010B columns,
the numbers are the results from the invariant mass fits in Run A and Run B data,
respectively. For the MC columns they are the number of tagged signal events in the
Monte Carlo. All columns have at least pT (µ) > 6 GeV and |"(µ)| < 2.4. The
uncertainty is the uncertainty from the fit.
Bin 2010A 2010B MC MC
pT (µ) > 6 GeV pT (µ) > 16 GeV
6 & pT < 11 71 ± 17 – 1245 ± 71 –
11 & pT < 16 305 ± 35 – 3955 ± 122 –
16 & pT < 20 164 ± 37 0 ± 0 1974 ± 87 0 ± 0
20 & pT < 30 127 ± 24 2480 ± 101 1755 ± 84 234 ± 30
30 & pT < 50 8 ± 0 3281 ± 120 525 ± 46 272 ± 32
50 & pT < 80 – 702 ± 55 66 ± 47 45 ± 13
0 & |"| < 0.9 348 ± 126 3599 ± 282 4880 ± 377 300 ± 88
0.9 & |"| < 1.5 227 ± 33 1792 ± 135 2584 ± 172 144 ± 39
1.5 & |"| < 2.1 122 ± 33 1148 ± 96 1901 ± 128 120 ± 18
2.1 & |"| < 2.4 30 ± 11 138 ± 29 257 ± 47 27 ± 8
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7.5.1 Wrong Charge Correlation Distributions
Requiring the muon and the kaon to have the same charge ensures that the muon and
D0 come from the same b-hadron. Events with the wrong charge correlation can come
from a variety of sources, including events with a real muon and a real D0 coming from
di!erent b-hadrons. In order to check whether signal is missed by making the charge
correlation, the distributions for candidates with the wrong charge correlation, which is
when the muon and the kaon have opposite charges, are fit one time assuming there is
signal present, and one time assuming there is only background. For the fits including
signal, a single Gaussian is used, and the mean and width of the signal peak are fixed to
the values from the fits of the right charge correlation distributions. The fits with signal
present are shown in Figure 112 for the whole pT and " range, and the fits with only
background are shown in Figure 113. The background-only fits have a good ,2 value,
and are consistent with having no signal in the wrong charge correlation candidates.
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Figure 112: D0 mass distribution of the wrong charge correlation candidates for pT
(µ) > 6 GeV/c, pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c, and |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4 for the 2010A data (top
left), 2010B data (top right), and Monte Carlo events (bottom). Fits assume a Gaussian
signal plus a linear background.
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Table 11 shows the number of D0 candidates for each dataset from fits assuming
a signal in the wrong charge correlation. They are all consistent with having zero D0
candidates.
Table 11: The number of D0 candidates found by the fit assuming a signal for the wrong
charge correlation for pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c and |"(µ)| < 2.4.
Dataset Number of D0 candidates
Run A 14 ± 19
Run B 44 ± 58
MC 41 ± 55
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Figure 113: D0 mass distribution of the wrong charge correlation candidates for pT
(µ) > 6 GeV/c, pT(K,!) > 0.5 GeV/c, and |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4 for the 2010A data (top
left), 2010B data (top right), and Monte Carlo events (bottom). Fits assume background
only.
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7.6 Systematic Uncertainties
There are several sources of systematic uncertainty in the analysis. They are due to
the uncertainties on other quantities which go into the final result, such as e"ciencies.
Some of these uncertainties are bin-dependent, while others are overall uncertainties.
The muon reconstruction and tracking e"ciency, hadron tracking e"ciency, luminosity,
cut e"ciency and trigger e"ciency all contribute systematic uncertainties to the cross
section.
There are bin-dependent systematic uncertainties due to the trigger e"ciencies and
the statistical error on the selection e"ciency. Since the trigger e"ciency is applied by
weighting the data events in the invariant mass distribution, the systematic uncertainty
due to the trigger e"ciency is found by varying the trigger e"ciency up and down by
the statistical errors, and checking the e!ect on the final cross section in each bin. The
uncertainty for each bin resulting from the error on the trigger e"ciency is shown in
Tables 12 and 13.
There is a systematic uncertainty due to the statistical error on the selection ef-
ficiency. The uncertainties are symmetric. This is the dominant uncertainty in this
analysis, due to the low statistics in the Monte Carlo. The uncertainty for each bin
resulting from the error on the selection e"ciency is shown in Tables 14 and 15.
There are also systematic uncertainties which are bin-independent, which are due to
the muon reconstruction e"ciency, the hadron tracking e"ciency, and the luminosity
measurement. The muon and hadron reconstruction and tracking e"ciencies are found
from Monte Carlo, which may incorrectly model the e"ciencies. The agreement between
the e"ciency in Monte Carlo versus data has been studied by other groups in CMS.
The systematic uncertainty due to the muon reconstruction e"ciency is 3% [87].
It is evaluated using the tag-and-probe method. The tag-and-probe method exploits
dimuon resonances, such as the J/'. The resonance is reconstructed by putting very
strict requirements on one muon, called the tag, and loose requirements on the second,
called the probe. The usual reconstruction requirements are then placed on the probe
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muon, and the relative e"ciency between the two sets of requirements is defined as the
e"ciency.
There is a systematic uncertainty on the hadron tracking e"ciency for each of the
pion and kaon tracks. The relative e"ciency of tracking hadrons in data and Monte
Carlo simulation is evaluated using the ratio between the decays D0 ! K!!! and
D0 ! K!. The total uncetainty on the hadron tracking e"ciency is 3.9% [88]. The
uncertainties for the two tracks are treated as uncorrelated.
There is a dedicated group within CMS to measure the collected luminosity. The
absolute luminosity determination is done using Van Der Meer scans. The size and
shape of the interaction area are measured by scanning the beams across each other
and measuring the interaction rate as a function of the beam separation. More details
can be found in [89]. The luminosity calculation for 2010 contributes a systematic
uncertainty of 4%.
Combining the systematic uncertainties due to the muon reconstruction e"ciency,
the hadron tracking e"ciency, and the luminosity, the total bin-independent systematic
uncertainty is found to be 7.4%.
To see whether there is any significant systematic uncertainty introduced by the
selection cuts, a cross check is done by varying the cut on the xb variable up and down
by 0.05, as this variable has the largest significance. In order to avoid e!ects from
any other e"ciencies or systematics, the cross check is done on the Monte Carlo at the
generator level.
Tables 16 and 17 show the change in the number of events passing the xb cut. The
change in the number of events is of the same order of magnitude as the statistical
fluctuations, and it is unclear how to tell whether the e"ciency due to the cut on the
xb variable is modeled correctly in the Monte Carlo, so we can not conclude that there
is any systematic e!ect of changing the value of the xb cut, although it is probable that
changing this cut does change the e"ciency.
The di!erent contributions to the systematic uncertainty are summarized in Ta-
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ble 18. The uncertainties are combined by adding them in quadrature.
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Table 14: Systematic uncertainty due to the statistical error on the selection e"ciency
for Run A with pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c and |"(µ)| < 2.4.
Bin Generated Tagged E"ciency Syst. Uncertainty
pT (µD0) 6 - 11 GeV/c 30422 1269 (4.2 ± 0.1)% 2.5%
11 - 16 GeV/c 18775 4008 (21 ± 0.3)% 1.4%
16 - 20 GeV/c 5760 1994 (35 ± 0.8)% 2.3%
20 - 30 GeV/c 4119 1771 (43 ± 1)% 2.3%
30 - 50 GeV/c 1005 511 (51 ± 2)% 3.9%
30 - 50 GeV/c 119 57 (48 ± 6)% 12.5%
|"(µD0)| 0.0 - 0.9 27610 4684 (17 ± 0.2)% 1.2%
0.9 - 1.5 16592 2673 (16 ± 0.3)% 1.9%
1.5 - 2.1 13961 1982 (14 ± 0.3)% 2.1%
2.1 - 2.4 3759 279 (7 ± 0.4)% 5.7%
Table 15: Systematic uncertainty due to the statistical error on the selection e"ciency
for Run B with pT (µ) > 16 GeV/c and |"(µ)| < 2.4.
Bin Generated Fit E"ciency Syst. Uncertainty
pT (µD0) 16 - 20 GeV/c 879 231 (27 ± 2)% 7.4%
20 - 30 GeV/c 559 262 (47 ± 3)% 6.4%
30 - 50 GeV/c 89 39 (44 ± 7)% 15.9%
|"(µD0)| 0.0 - 0.9 824 275 (33 ± 2)% 6.7%
0.9 - 1.5 425 129 (30 ± 3)% 9.4%
1.5 - 2.1 349 113 (32 ± 3)% 14.3%
2.1 - 2.4 110 23 (21 ± 4)% 19.0%
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Table 18: Systematic uncertainties on the cross section.
Source Cross section uncertainty
Trigger e"ciency 1% - 13%
Selection e"ciency 1% - 19%
Muon reconstruction e"ciency 3%
Hadron tracking e"ciency (x2) 3.9%
All E"ciencies 6.8% - 24.4%
Luminosity 4%
Branching Ratio 5.3%
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7.7 Results
Equations 17 and 18 show the formulas to calculate the di!erential cross section in bins
of pT and |"| of the µD0 .
d$(pp ! b+X ! µD0X $ ! K!, pT(µ) > 6GeV/c, pT(K,!) > 0.5GeV/c, |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4)
dpT
=
N(µ!D0 and µ+D̄0)
2 · L · #rec · #sel · B ·#pT
(17)
d$(pp ! b+X ! µD0X $ ! K!, pT(µ) > 6GeV/c, pT(K,!) > 0.5GeV/c, |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4)
d|"|
=
N(µ!D0 and µ!D̄0)
2 · L · #rec · #sel · B ·#|"|
(18)
N(µD0) is the number of observed µD0 candidates in each bin, weighted by the
trigger e"ciency, which is found by fitting the K! invariant mass distribution in the bin,
and are listed in Table 10. L is the luminosity of the dataset. #rec is the reconstruction
e"ciency and #sel is the selection e"ciency. The combined e"ciencies #rec · #sel are
found in Table 7. B is the branching ratio B(b ! µ!D0X) " B(D0 ! K!!+), where
B(b ! µ!D0X) = (6.84 ± 0.35)% and B(D0 ! K!!+) = (3.89 ± 0.05)% [83], making
the total branching ratio 0.266 ± 0.014)% in the data. The branching ratio used in
the Monte Carlo is 0.332% [67]. The branching ratio used in the Monte Carlo was
determined by counting the number of b-hadrons, and the number of those which are
signal events, as defined in Section 7.3. #pT (#|"|) is the bin size. The cross section
is defined as being in the acceptance, and no correction is made for it. The factor of
2 in the denominator is to account for the fact that no distinction is made between
measuring a µ!D0 and a µ+D̄0.
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Ideally the di!erential cross section should be presented as a function of the pT and
|"| of the b-hadron, but the b-hadron can not be fully reconstructed, due to at least
the missing neutrino. This would also allow a more direct comparison to measurements
from other experiments. Since the Monte Carlo sample has the requirement for a muon
with at least pT > 5 GeV/c, it is not possible to do the unfolding. A Monte Carlo
sample without any cuts on the pT and |"| of the particles would be required to unfold
to the full region. New Monte Carlo samples could not be generated since the data was
processed in an old CMSSW version, which is no longer available.
As an example and cross check, here I follow one bin through the entire analysis
sequence in the Monte Carlo. For this purpose I use the bin with pT (µ) from 16-
20 GeV/c. First, using the generator information, I follow the number of true signal
events through each step in the analysis. At the end I compare the true number of
tagged signal events remaining with the number found from fitting the K! invariant
mass distribution.
Before any event selection, there are 6531 generated signal events. 5760 of these
events are in the acceptance (see Table 14), which means that the µ, K and ! have
|"| < 2.4. After all of the selection cuts, there are 1994 tagged Monte Carlo signal
events remaining. From the fit of the K! invariant mass distribution, there are 1974 ±
87 D0 candidates, which is consistent with the true value of 1994 tagged Monte Carlo
signal events.
To calculate the di!erential cross section for the Monte Carlo, N(µD0) is the
number of generated signal events in the acceptance of pT(µ) > 6GeV/c, pT(K,!) >
0.5GeV/c, and|"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4 and in the particular bin. In Equation 17, the e"ciency
# is equal to 1 by definition. The luminosity of the Monte Carlo sample is 1.23 pb!1.
The cross section in Monte Carlo for the bin 16 GeV/c & pT(µD0) < 20 GeV/c is shown
below, and is also shown in Table 19. The branching ratio of b ! µD0X ! K! in the
Monte Carlo is 0.00332, as described above, and the pT bin width #pT is 4 GeV/c.
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$(pp ! b+X ! µD0X $ ! K!,16GeV/c & pT(µ) < 20GeV/c, |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4)
=
5760
2 · 1.23pb!1 · 0.00332 · 4GeV
= 176.3nb/GeV
(19)
The di!erential cross section for the region pT (µD0) > 6 GeV/c and |"(µ)| < 2.4 is
shown in Figure 114 as a function of pT (µD0), and in Figures 115 and 116 as a function
of |"(µD0)|. The Monte Carlo cross section is calculated using the number of generated
signal events and an e"ciency of 1.
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Figure 114: Cross section as a function of pT(µD0) for Run A (black), Run B (blue), and
Monte Carlo (red) events with |"(µ)| < 2.4. Error bars show the statistical uncertainty,
and the colored bands show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
The cross section in each bin is listed in Table 19 as a function of pT (µD0), and in
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Figure 115: Cross section as a function of |"|(µD0) for Run A (black) and Monte Carlo
(red) events with pT (µ) > 6 GeV/c. Error bars show the statistical uncertainty, and
the colored bands show the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
Table 20 as a function of |"(µD0)|.
The total cross section for pp ! bX ! µD0X $ ! K!, pT (µ) > 6GeV/c, |"(µ)| < 2.4
is found by combining the two datasets. The Run A dataset is used for 6 GeV/c
< pT(µD0) < 20 GeV/c, and the Run B dataset is used for pT (µD0) > 20 GeV/c.
There are two approaches to combine the datasets. The first approach is to integrate
the di!erential cross section which was already presented in Figure 114. The second
approach is to fit the K! invariant mass distributions for the full datasets and calculate
the cross section for each dataset according to Equation 17 and add them. The former
is used as a cross check, while the final result uses the latter.
The total cross section found by integrating the di!erential cross section is 3802
± 419 (stat.) nb. As this number is presented only as a cross check, the systematic
uncertainties are not addressed. The total cross section found by fitting the full datasets
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(red) events with pT (µ) > 16 GeV/c. Error bars show the statistical uncertainty, and
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is shown in Equation 20.
$(pp ! b+X ! µD0X $ ! K!, pT(µ) > 6GeV/c, |"(µ)| < 2.4)
= 4.36± 0.54(stat.)+0.28
!0.25(sys.)± 0.17(B)± 0.23(L)µb
(20)
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8 Conclusion
Measuring the b production cross section provides a good test of pQCD. Since b-quarks
constitute a significant source of background for many future studies it is important to
have a good understanding of their production. Because of the reliance of this analysis
on the reconstruction of secondary vertices, it is essential to have a reliable tracking
detector with good resolution. The detector is exposed to considerable amounts of
radiation, and the e!ects of the radiation must be understood.
Several measurements of the current CMS barrel pixel sensors were performed in
order to evaluate their performance in the harsh radiation environment of the LHC.
These measurements were charge collection e"ciency measurements to measure the
amount of signal lost, detection e"ciency measurements, and interpixel capacitance
measurements. The goals of the measurements were to determine the operational limits
of the sensors, and their suitability for use in the CMS Phase 1 Upgrade pixel detector.
In addition, high voltage tests were performed on single-sided sensors, which are cheaper
to produce, to investigate their feasibility for future upgrades.
The di!erent measurements performed on the current CMS barrel pixel sensors show
that they work remarkably well even at high fluences. In particular, the charge collection
e"ciency measurements show that a significant amount of charge can be collected even
after fluences of more than 1015 neq/cm2 , provided that a high bias voltage can be
applied. This confirms that the sensors will survive past the design requirement of
250 fb!1 of integrated luminosity. The measurements in this dissertation led in part
to the decision to maintain the same sensor material and design for the CMS Phase I
Upgrade pixel detector.
The main concern prompting the Phase I Upgrade pixel detector is the performance
the readout chip with increased luminosity, where the main problems will be filling the
bu!ers on the chip. The amount of signal collected will gradually decline with the
radiation damage, with the limiting factors in the bias voltage being the cables and
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connectors to supply the voltage to the sensors. The measurements also show that the
lifetime of the sensors is not limited by the amount of charge collected, but by the
reduction in the spatial resolution due to the increasing bias voltage needed.
In addition to the measurements on the silicon pixel sensors, a measurement of
the bb̄ cross section at a center-of-mass energy of
#
s = 7 TeV using the decay chain
b ! µD0X, D0 ! K! has been presented. The measurement is based on an integrated
luminosity of %25 pb!1 taken during 2010. The total cross section in the acceptance is
$(pp ! b +X ! µD0X $, pT(µ) > 6GeV/c, pT(K,!) > 0.5GeV/c, |"(µ,K,!)| < 2.4) =
4.36± 0.54(stat.)+0.28
!0.25(sys.)± 0.17(B)± 0.23(L)µb.
Comparison with the LO PYTHIA Monte Carlo QCD sample shows that it over-
estimates the cross section by approximately a factor of 2. This is consistent with
observations from other analyses [6]. The measurement is limited by the systematic
uncertainty from the selection e"ciencies, which is very large due to the limited statis-
tics in the Monte Carlo sample. A similar analysis in CMS showed that the di!erence
between the data and theoretical predictions are much smaller once NLO e!ects are
included [15]. This reflects the fact that NLO processes such as flavor excitation and
gluon splittings are important at the LHC.
ATLAS and LHCb have also made measurements of the inclusive bb̄ cross section.
The ATLAS measurement uses the final state µD"X, with the D" reconstructed with
the decay chain D" ! !D0, D0 ! K!. The ATLAS results are compared to theoretical
predictions from POWHEG+PYTHIA, POWHEG+Herwig, and MC@NLO. In all cases
the data is higher than the theoretical predictions, although barely consistent within
the errors. In LHCb, the same final states as in this dissertation, namely, B ! µD0X,
D0 ! K!, are used. The LHCb measurements are presented only as a function of ",
but are consistent with the theoretical predictions from FONLL. Until now there has
been no equivalent measurement published by CMS.
The measurement presented in this dissertation can not be directly compared to
those of the other LHC experiments without first unfolding to the b-hadron and extrap-
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olating to the full phase space. This would require a significant e!ort to produce new
Monte Carlo samples, which was not possible in the time frame for this dissertation.
A very general comparison can be made between this measurement and the ones
from ATLAS and LHCb by looking at the relative agreement between each measure-
ment and the Monte Carlo predictions, and the di!erences between the Monte Carlo
generators. As seen in Figure 68, ATLAS finds the POWHEG+PYTHIA underesti-
mates the cross section by approximately a factor of 2. The CMS measurement using
the prelT also finds that the POWHEG+PYTHIA underestimates the cross section by
about a factor of 1.5 (see Figure 70), and that PYTHIA overestimates the cross section
by approximately a factor of 2 (see Figure 69). LHCb compares their measurement
with the FONLL predictions and finds the predictions to be consistent with the data,
as shown in Figure 67. The CMS prelT measurement also finds the FONLL predictions
to be consistent with the data. In conclusion, it appears that the measurement pre-
sented in this dissertation is consistent with the measurements from ATLAS and LHCb,
although it should be stressed that this is a very indirect comparison.
An interesting continuation of this analysis would be to compare with the cross
section measured by the LHCb experiment, using the same final states. LHCb measures
in the forward region (|"| > 2), where CMS su!ers from low e"ciencies, making this a
challenging task which was not possible to cover in the scope of this dissertation.
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A Hardness Factors
Table 21: Hardness factors of irradiation facilities used in this work [1].
Facility Particles *
CERN p 24 GeV/c 0.51 ± 0.01
KIT p 26 MeV/c % 2
PSI !+ 300 MeV/c % 0.8
B Single Chip Samples
Table 22: Complete table of single ROC samples used in the
charge collection e"ciency and detection e"ciency measure-
ments.
% (1014neq/cm2) Sample Gap Type Facility Particle
0 8085-19-7B dot1 – –
0 8244-17-06 dot1 – –
0 271947-10-08 gap30-2 – –
3 8246-15-10 gap30 KIT p 26 MeV
3 8246-15-12 dot1 KIT p 26 MeV
3.2 8613-16-10 gap30 PSI !+ 300 MeV
4.2 260962-11-06 dot1 PSI !+ 300 MeV
4.2 260962-11-07 dot1 PSI !+ 300 MeV
4.2 8613-06-10 gap30 PSI !+ 300 MeV
4.2 8613-24-11 dot1 PSI !+ 300 MeV
4.2 8613-24-12 dot1 PSI !+ 300 MeV
6 8246-06-10 gap30 KIT p 26 MeV
6 8246-06-11 dot1 KIT p 26 MeV
6 8613-21-05 gap30 KIT p 26 MeV
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6 8613-21-07 dot1 KIT p 26 MeV
6.1 260962-02-05 gap30 CERN p 21 GeV
6.1 260962-16-06 dot1 CERN p 21 GeV
6.1 8613-07-06 dot1 CERN p 21 GeV
6.1 8613-10-05 gap30 CERN p 21 GeV
6.1 8613-17-06 dot1 CERN p 21 GeV
6.1 8613-17-08 gap30-2 CERN p 21 GeV
6.2 260962-06-06 dot1 PSI !+ 300 MeV
6.2 260962-06-07 dot1 PSI !+ 300 MeV
6.2 8613-06-11 dot1 PSI !+ 300 MeV
6.2 8613-06-12 dot1 PSI !+ 300 MeV
6.2 8613-24-10 gap30 PSI !+ 300 MeV
11 260962-16-08 gap30-2 CERN p 21 GeV
11 260962-20-05 gap30 CERN p 21 GeV
11 260962-20-06 dot1 CERN p 21 GeV
11 260962-20-08 gap30-2 CERN p 21 GeV
11 260962-23-06 dot1 CERN p 21 GeV
11 8613-02-10 gap30 CERN p 21 GeV
11 8613-13-06 dot1 CERN p 21 GeV
12 260961-15-10 gap30 KIT p 26 MeV
12 260961-15-11 dot1 KIT p 26 MeV
12 8613-08-05 gap30 KIT p 26 MeV
12 8613-08-06 dot1 KIT p 26 MeV
12 8613-08-07 dot1 KIT p 26 MeV
28 260962-21-08 gap30-2 CERN p 21 GeV
28 8613-13-08 gap30-2 CERN p 21 GeV
28 8613-18-06 dot1 CERN p 21 GeV
28 8613-18-08 gap30-2 CERN p 21 GeV
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30 8210-22-05 gap30 KIT p 26 MeV
30 8210-22-07 dot1 KIT p 26 MeV
30 8608-02-05 gap30 KIT p 26 MeV
30 8608-02-06 dot1 KIT p 26 MeV
30 8608-02-07 dot1 KIT p 26 MeV
51 260962-14-06 dot1 CERN p 21 GeV
51 8613-13-05 gap30 CERN p 21 GeV
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C Single ROC DAC values
Table 23: Commonly used DAC values used for testing CMS barrel pixel sensors.
DAC Value High Fluence Value
Vdig 6 6
Vana 145 125
Vsf 150 180
Vcomp 10 10
Vleak comp 0 0
VrgPr 0 0
VwllPr 35 0
VrgSh 0 0
VwllSh 35 0
VhldDel 160 160
Vtrim 7 7
VthrComp 79 91
VIBias Bus 30 30
Vbias sf 10 10
Vo!setOp 22 57
VIbiasOp 50 50
VO!setR0 120 60
VIon 130 130
VIbias PH 120 220
Ibias DAC 111 82
VIbias roc 150 220
VIColOr 99 99
Vnpix 0 0
VSumCol 0 0
Vcal 199 199
CalDel 64 108
RangeTemp 0 0
CtrlReg 0 0
WBC 100 100
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D Backgrounds
D0 invariant mass distribution after each selection cut, showing the signals and the
backgrounds. Classification of backgrounds is shown in Table 24.
Table 24: Background classifications.
Sig Number BG Source
-1 Tagging failed
1 True signal
2 B ! &(& ! µ)D0X
3 µ, D0 from di!erent b’s
4 µ, D0 from c’s
5 µ from light quark
6 fake µ
7 fake D0
8 both µ, D0 fake
9 D0 has more than 2 daughters
10 µ, D0 from one b, one c
11 K, ! switched
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D.1 Right Sign Charge Correlation
hD0MassRightQ
Entries    1.159348e+07
Mean    1.845
RMS    0.1589
1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.20
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
610×
Total
Sig-1
hSig1
hSig2
hSig3
hSig4
hSig5
hSig6
hSig7
hSig8
hSig9
hSig10
hSig11
Figure 117: After acceptance cuts only.
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hD0MassRightQ_xb
Entries  763770
Mean    1.847
RMS    0.1587
1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.20
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
310×
Total
Sig-1
hSig1_xb
hSig2_xb
hSig3_xb
hSig4_xb
hSig5_xb
hSig6_xb
hSig7_xb
hSig8_xb
hSig9_xb
hSig10_xb
hSig11_xb
Figure 118: After xb cut.
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hD0MassRightQ_d0pa
Entries  146333
Mean    1.838
RMS    0.1557
1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.20
1
2
3
4
5
310×
Total
Sig-1
hSig1_d0pa
hSig2_d0pa
hSig3_d0pa
hSig4_d0pa
hSig5_d0pa
hSig6_d0pa
hSig7_d0pa
hSig8_d0pa
hSig9_d0pa
hSig10_d0pa
hSig11_d0pa
Figure 119: After D0 pointing angle cut.
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hD0MassRightQ_bpa
Entries  37078
Mean    1.794
RMS    0.1315
1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.20
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
310×
Total
Sig-1
hSig1_bpa
hSig2_bpa
hSig3_bpa
hSig4_bpa
hSig5_bpa
hSig6_bpa
hSig7_bpa
hSig8_bpa
hSig9_bpa
hSig10_bpa
hSig11_bpa
Figure 120: After B pointing angle cut.
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hD0MassRightQ_d0doca
Entries  31370
Mean    1.787
RMS    0.1254
1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.20
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
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hSig8_d0doca
hSig9_d0doca
hSig10_d0doca
hSig11_d0doca
Figure 121: After D0 doca cut.
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hD0MassRightQ_bfs
Entries  23883
Mean     1.78
RMS    0.1174
1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.20
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
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Figure 122: After B 3D flight sig cut.
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Figure 123: After B doca cut. (all selection cuts)
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D.2 Wrong Sign Charge Correlation
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Figure 124: After acceptance cuts only.
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Figure 125: After xb cut.
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Figure 126: After D0 pointing angle cut.
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Figure 127: After B pointing angle cut.
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Figure 128: After D0 doca cut.
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Figure 129: After B 3D flight sig cut.
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Figure 130: After B doca cut. (all selection cuts)
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E Alternate Cut Optimization
In order to show that the order chosen for the cut variables does not change the end re-
sult, the cut optimization was redone. The variable with the second highest significance
was chosen as the first variable in the procedure. The xb variable is deliberately chosen
last to ensure that it does not influence the choice of cut value on the other variables.
The distributions for the first pass are shown again in Figure 131.
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Figure 131: Distributions of S/
#
B after the quality cuts.
From these distributions we see that the B doca variable has the second best sig-
nificance after the acceptance and quality cuts, and the significance is maximum at a
cut value of 0.007. For the second pass, we require B doca < 0.007 and repeat the
procedure for all other variables. The distributions for the second pass are shown in
Figure 132.
After the second pass we determine that the D0 doca shows the best significance
aside from the xb variable. The maximum is at a cut value of 0.015. For the third
pass, we repeat the procedure, requiring that both B doca > 0.007 and the D0 doca
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Figure 132: Distributions of S/
#
B after the quality cuts, and B doca > 0.007.
< 0.015. The distributions for the remaining variables after the third pass are shown in
Figure 133.
Because the muon transverse impact parameter does not show any significant dis-
crimination between signal and background except in the right tail of the distribution,
this variable is not used. The maximum value of the significance of the xb variable is at
0.7. Finally, for the event selection we require:
1. The B doca is less than 0.007.
2. The D0 doca is less than 0.015.
3. xb is greater than 0.7.
Changing the order of the variable selection resulted in the same final cut selection.
Therefore the cuts are considered to be stable and unbiased.
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Figure 133: Distributions of S/
#
B after the acceptance cuts, B > 0.007, and D0 doca
< 0.015.
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F µ Bins
The analysis was also performed using bins of pT (µ) and |"(µ)| as a cross check. Using
bins of the µ instead of the µD0 is simpler, as the trigger e"ciency has the same binning
as the results. The same cut values are used as in the case of the µD0 bins.
F.1 Reconstruction and Selection E"ciency
Table 25: Selection cut e"ciencies in bins of pT(µ) using the HLT Mu5 trigger.
Bin Total Passing E!
5 & pT < 10 19670 7736 0.39
10 & pT < 15 2706 1343 0.5
15 & pT < 20 570 303 0.53
20 & pT < 30 308 200 0.65
30 & pT < 50 53 33 0.62
50 & pT < 80 5 4 0.8
0 & |"| < 0.9 17912 4808 0.27
0.9 & |"| < 1.5 9552 2678 0.28
1.5 & |"| < 2.1 6106 1835 0.3
2.1 & |"| < 2.4 934 298 0.32
Table 26: Selection cut e"ciencies in bins of pT(µ) using the HLT Mu15 v1 trigger.
Bin Total Passing E!
15 & pT < 20 570 303 0.53
20 & pT < 30 308 200 0.65
30 & pT < 50 53 33 0.62
50 & pT < 80 5 4 0.8
0 & |"| < 0.9 638 278 0.44
0.9 & |"| < 1.5 283 130 0.46
1.5 & |"| < 2.1 230 112 0.49
2.1 & |"| < 2.4 38 20 0.53
F.2 D0 Candidate Invariant Mass Fits
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Table 27: The reconstruction and selection e"ciency in each pT (µ) and |"(µ)| bin.
Bin E!5 E!15
6 & pT < 11 0.22 ± 0.003 –
11 & pT < 16 0.33 ± 0.009 –
16 & pT < 20 0.37 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.02
20 & pT < 30 0.45 ± 0.03 0.45 ± 0.03
30 & pT < 50 0.42 ± 0.06 0.42 ± 0.06
50 & pT < 80 0.57 ± 0.29 0.57 ± 0.29
0 & |"| < 0.9 0.16 ± 0.002 0.33 ± 0.02
0.9 & |"| < 1.5 0.16 ± 0.003 0.30 ± 0.03
1.5 & |"| < 2.1 0.14 ± 0.003 0.32 ± 0.03
2.1 & |"| < 2.4 0.09 ± 0.005 0.2 ± 0.04
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Figure 134: D0 mass distributions in bins of pT (GeV/c) for Monte Carlo events.
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Figure 135: D0 mass distributions in bins of |"| for Monte Carlo events.
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Figure 136: D0 mass distributions in bins of |"| for Monte Carlo events with pT (µ) >
15GeV.
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Figure 137: The tracking, reconstruction and event selection e"ciency as a function of
pT (µ).
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Figure 138: The tracking, reconstruction, and event selection e"ciency for Run A (left)
and Run B (right) as a function of |"(µ)|.
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Figure 139: D0 mass distributions in bins of pT (GeV/c) for the 2010A dataset.
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Figure 140: D0 mass distributions in bins of pT (GeV/c) for the 2010B dataset.
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Figure 141: D0 mass distributions in bins of |"| for the 2010A dataset.
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Figure 142: D0 mass distributions in bins of |"| for the 2010B dataset.
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F.3 Wrong Charge Correlation Distributions
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Figure 143: D0 mass distribution of the wrong charge correlation candidates for the
whole pT and " range for the 2010A data (top left), 2010B data (top right), and Monte
Carlo events (bottom).
F.4 Systematic Uncertainties
The systematic uncertainty due to the trigger e"ciency is found by varying the trigger
e"ciency up and down, and checking the e!ect on the final cross section in each bin.
The uncertainty for each bin resulting from the error on the trigger e"ciency is shown
in Tables 28.
The systematic uncertainty due to the selection e"ciency is found by varying the
selection e"ciency by the error on the e"ciency. This is the dominant uncertainty in
this analysis, due to the low statistics in the Monte Carlo. The uncertainty for each bin
resulting from the error on the selection e"ciency is shown in Tables 30 and 31.
As in the case of using bins of the µD0, the total bin-independent systematic uncer-
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Figure 144: D0 mass distribution of the wrong charge correlation candidates for the
whole pT and " range for the 2010A data (top left), 2010B data (top right), and Monte
Carlo events (bottom). Fits assume background only.
tainty is 7.4%.
F.5 Results
The results are shown in Figure 145 as a function of pT (µ), and in Figures 146 and 147
as a function of |"(µ)|. The Monte Carlo cross section is calculated using the number
of generated signal events and an e"ciency of 1.
The cross section in each bin is listed in Table 32 as a function of pT , and in Table 33
as a function of |"|.
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Figure 145: Cross section as a function of pT(µ) for Run A (black), Run B (blue), and
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Figure 146: Cross section as a function of |"|(µ) for Run A (black) and Monte Carlo
(red) events. Error bars show the statistical uncertainty, and the colored band shows
the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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Table 30: Systematic uncertainty due to the error on the selection e"ciency for Run A.
Bin Generated Fit E"ciency Syst. Uncertainty
pT (µ) 6 - 11 GeV 34426 7736 (22 ± 0.3)% 1.4%
11 - 16 GeV 4114 1343 (33 ± 0.9)% 2.7%
16 - 20 GeV 824 303 (37 ± 2)% 5.4%
20 - 30 GeV 442 200 (45 ± 3)% 6.7%
30 - 50 GeV 79 33 (42 ± 6)% 14.3%
|"(µ)| 0.0 - 0.9 30188 4808 (16 ± 0.2)% 1.3%
0.9 - 1.5 17047 2678 (16 ± 0.3)% 1.9%
1.5 - 2.1 13243 1835 (14 ± 0.3)% 2.1%
2.1 - 2.4 3380 298 (9 ± 0.5)% 5.6%
Table 31: Systematic uncertainty due to the error on the selection e"ciency for Run B.
Bin Generated Fit E"ciency Syst. Uncertainty
pT (µ) 16 - 20 GeV 824 303 (37 ± 2)% 5.4%
20 - 30 GeV 442 200 (45 ± 3)% 6.7%
30 - 50 GeV 79 33 (42 ± 6)% 14.3%
50 - 80 GeV 7 4 (57 ± 29)% 50.9%
|"(µ)| 0.0 - 0.9 852 278 (33 ± 2)% 6.1%
0.9 - 1.5 435 130 (30 ± 3)% 10.0%
1.5 - 2.1 347 112 (32 ± 3)% 9.4%
2.1 - 2.4 100 20 (20 ± 4)% 20.0%
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Figure 147: Cross section as a function of |"|(µ) for Run B (blue) and Monte Carlo
(red) events. Error bars show the statistical uncertainty, and the colored band shows
the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty.
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